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The Education and Arts Roundtable comprises an innovative partnership of K–12 educators, community arts organizations, and the

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County. The program began nearly five years ago, and in 2006 a multiyear grant from The

James Irvine Foundation enabled this idea to come to fruition. The Roundtable continues to be a robust incubator of ideas and exhibits.

This report documents the impact of this program on schools, artists, and on our Museum. We believe our story can benefit other

programs and institutions that may wish to adopt some of the approaches piloted by the Roundtable.

The Roundtable embodies the emphasis in our mission statement on theMuseum as a force for inspiration and demonstrates

ways that the Museum can realize its strategic objectives to serve as an essential resource for our communities and be a catalyst for

change. We are particularly excited to work with K–12 schools and with artists to create transformative experiences for students,

teachers, and artists and to make that transformation visible to their families, neighbors, and friends as well as the larger community

of all Museum visitors. It is rewarding indeed to see the pride and enthusiasm of young children and their mentors as they stand beside

the work they have created, sharing their experiences and explaining their ideas.

It is especially gratifying because these students, almost all of whom come from Title I schools, and their families might not

otherwise imagine that the Museum could make such an important and rewarding contribution to their lives. It is not just a matter

of access. The students and their parents return to the Museum outside of the project because the institution has become a place

with which they are entirely comfortable. We are beginning to collect data about the long-term impact of the Roundtable on student

performance in school, but observations we have made suggest that we also need to evaluate the influence of their participation

on their lives and the lives of their families outside of school. It is not just that we have been added to their options for recreational

destinations but that some parents and grandparents have sought information about volunteering at the Museum to continue and

deepen their relationship with the institution.

The program has had an equally important impact on the artists who are integral to the process, from inception to completion,

and on the larger education community—from prospective teachers in preparation programs to classroom teachers and school admin-

istrators. These partners value their access to Museum collections and staff, and they are energized by the interaction and supportive

environment of the Roundtable. Perhaps evenmore gratifying to the partners are the ways theMuseum has relinquished its traditional

role as authority to embrace the Roundtable not as an adjunct but as a constituent of the Museum community.

Change is most successful when it is a two-way street, and this program has made significant contributions to the ways

we in the Museum think about and implement all of our education programs. Indeed, the Roundtable has also become an important

partner for our curators in science, history, and culture as they explore new methods of connecting their work to the public through

exhibits, programs, and projects. We look forward to the ways this relationship will inform the half-dozen new galleries currently in

development at the Museum.

We offer this book as a resource for those who seek a newmodel for transcending the limitations of current education practice—
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in museums as well as in schools. We hope that the Roundtable experiences will inspire others as they have inspired us. We are grate-

ful to many people and institutions for their contributions to the Roundtable; they are listed in the acknowledgments.

I would like to add a special acknowledgment to the Institute of Museum and Library Services for its support to continue

and expand the reach of the Education and Arts Roundtable. As this report neared completion, we were gratified to learn that the

Roundtable has been recognized by the American Association of Museums through the EdCom 2009 Award for Excellence in

Programming.

The James Irvine Foundation has been an essential partner in this initiative, and I believe that readers will agree that the

Education and Arts Roundtable has indeed succeeded as an innovative way to embody the mission of the Natural History Museum

of Los Angeles County, “To inspire wonder, discovery, and responsibility for our natural and cultural worlds,” and to further the mission

of The James Irvine Foundation as it seeks “To expand opportunity for the people of California to participate in a vibrant, successful and

inclusive society.”



This important report explores the impact and implications for a cultural institution that decides to take seriously what research has

taught us about how people learn, specifically in this case, children, older students, and young adults.

The decision was implicit in the mission statement adopted by the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County to guide

the directions laid out in a new strategic plan: “To inspire wonder, discovery, and responsibility for our natural and cultural worlds.”

It became explicit as theMuseum’s leadership and staff sought to align their thinking and program activities with this new challenge.

The efforts of the Museum’s Education Division to respond to the new mission is the primary focus of this report, based

on data gathered through observations and interviews conducted by researcher Lauren Stevenson over a two-year period. More

specifically, the report explores the creation within the Education Division of the Education and Arts Roundtable—a “think tank” com-

posed of educators from community-based cultural and educational organizations and administrators and teachers from county

public schools invited to collaborate with museum researchers, curators, and education staff in exploring how the new mission

statement should ramify within the Museum and in its relationships with the communities of Los Angeles that it serves.

The dynamics of the Roundtable’s interplay with theMuseum itself—its institutional culture, structures, staff, and resources,

and with the comparable factors in the public schools and community organizations of the Roundtable participants—yield a compelling

story with findings and lessons important to the museum field and to education in general. At root, this is a story about the impact

of taking learning seriously.

Deep understanding, we’ve been reminded lately by cognitive scientists and other researchers, requires active engagement

in experiences that are relevant and challenging and where the learner demonstrates what has been learned in visible and tangible

ways. Meaningful learning, that is, is a decision of the learner: the decision to invest the time, intellectual discipline, and willingness

to participate in self-directed activities or opportunities provided by others to acquire and demonstrate new knowledge and skill.

Opportunities arranged by teachers or educators must embrace this perspective if the activities are to have a positive impact on

learners, particularly children and young adults. The emphasis shifts from teaching as the act of experts conveying information to

learning as a collaboration in which the learner is assisted in developing the capacities and enthusiasm to find and act on personally

relevant meaning through developmentally appropriate activities; that is, to be “inspired” by and take “responsibility” for what is

being learned.

The insight—and the risk—that Museum leadership and staff, together with consultant Elisa Callow, embraced for making

this shift was that the involvement of artists and arts learning processes could be a catalyst for the transformation of the Museum into

a center of deep learning: the fulfillment of the intentions of its new mission statement. This report describes the rationale and impacts

of this decision, among them the illuminating perspectives and processes that artists brought to the interpretation of museum artifacts;

the extraordinary projects developed by students of all ages from the participating schools, demonstrating in artistic forms what they

had learned from the museum exhibits; and, of great significance, the investigation of the interrelationships of science, history, and

FOREWORD THE MUSEUM AS MUSE
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the arts as manifested in the work produced and exhibited by the students.

Both Vanda Vitali, the vice president then heading the Museum’s Public Programs Division, and Callow, consultant to the

Museum and the Education Division, comment in the text on their rationale for the arts as a dimension of the learning experience in

a natural history and science museum. “Effective learning occurs if you approach something from various perspectives,” says Vitali.

“Many roads lead to cognition. . . . Artists give us bridges to the imagination and imagination takes us to the edge where new knowledge

is made.” Callow adds: “In my work, I have observed a natural affinity between artists and scientists in their exploratory and iterative

work process. They do not say, ‘I believe this is so because I have been told so.’ Instead they question, observe, take things apart,

reanalyze. They start with conceptual sketches and continually refine. But artists are more used to working in community settings than

scientists. And because artists’ work is dependent upon honoring their inner voice, it was more natural for them to think about

encouraging the visitor’s imagination and personal connection to experience.”

The validity of these insights is captured in Stevenson’s descriptions and accompanying images of the experiences and projects

of the students, teachers, artists, and administrators serving on the Roundtable. I was invited on several occasions to attend

Roundtable sessions where the participants reported on the impact of these experiences on their own professional development and

teaching methods and strategies. I was particularly struck by the passionate and eloquent comment by middle school teacher Cate

Samson about her two years of participation: “The Museum has become my muse,” she said. For her, its mission to inspire wonder

and discovery was fulfilled.

Whether the efforts and outcomes described in this report achieve their fullest impact on the Museum itself is yet to be

determined. The report is candid and thoughtful in recognizing the constraints the Museum, and by extension any educational or

cultural institution, faces as it strives to preserve the values embedded in its current structures and processes while adapting to the

demands from its various constituencies for greater service and relevancy. Callow, in a concluding chapter of this report, lays out

those demands and the questions that must be addressed. What the report provides is a level of confidence that there is great value,

demonstrable impact, and high potential in taking the path and risks it describes. For taking those steps and commissioning this

report, the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County is to be congratulated and thanked.





Chapter 1: Interplay A

New

Vision

for

the

Museum



In 2002 the Natural History Museum’s new director, Jane Pisano, proposed a strategic plan com-

pelling the Museum to expand its focus from research and collecting to developing more active and

inclusive community engagement. TheMuseum’s board approved this plan to reinvigorate the then

financially strapped and struggling institution and adopted a new mission statement to guide the

shift: “To inspire wonder, discovery, and responsibility for our natural and cultural worlds.” In struc-

tural terms, this new mission meant experimentation with exhibition design, changes in staffing,

and an expansion of audience-development strategies. In philosophical terms, it meant reconsider-

ing the visitor experience to create what consultant Elisa Callow called “interplay,” or reciprocal

action or interaction between the Museum and its constituents.

This focus on interplay aligns with learning theory conveying the importance to learning and

motivation of active inquiry driven by curiosity and personal relevance (Csikszentmihalyi &

Hermanson, 1994). TheMuseum sought to create museum and educational experiences in which vis-

itors could not only access information about natural history and science but also actively engage

with museum content and draw connections between this content and their own lives. Museum staff

believed that experiences of this kind would help visitors learn, inspire them to want to learn more

in the future, help them cultivate an appreciation for the importance of natural history and science,

and motivate their stewardship of our natural and cultural worlds.

CHAPTER 1: INTERPLAY
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Public Programs

The Museum began its exploration of the new mission

in the Public Programs Division, headed by its newly hired vice

president, Vanda Vitali. Public Programs explored a number of

experimental approaches to the permanent collection and special

exhibitions beginning with L.A.: light/motion/dreams—a multi-

media exhibition considering the natural and cultural history

and future of Los Angeles—and continuing with an exhibition

series called Conversations. Through Conversations, Vitali invited

practicing artists in the Los Angeles community to collaborate

withMuseum curators and researchers in the interpretation and

development of exhibitions. Her premise was that artists bring

a unique set of perceptions to bear on objects and aspects of the

physical world and extend these perceptions in aesthetic forms

and processes that illuminate their dimensions andmeanings for

other observers. Vitali saw artists as engaged in the creation of

metaphors that aid in grasping the meanings of exhibitions. The

engagement of artists with other Museum staff, she felt, would

enhance visitors’ experience of the complex scientific and historic

material in the collections by inviting them to interact with the

content in new ways, sharpening and intensifying their observa-

tions and interpretations.

Exploring how the collections could spark interplay

with visitors and inspire “wonder, discovery, and responsibility”

became an experiment in collaborative, cross-disciplinary work

among Museum staff and community artists. In three different

iterations of the Conversations concept, the Museum paired

artists from various disciplines with curators and researchers in

a collaborative exploration of the content of the Museum’s per-

manent collections, including material that was not on view. In

one instance, artist Ed Moses created a large-scale installation

of African and South Seas totems found carefully wrapped in

Museum storage. Through Moses’s presentation, the carved

wooden figures appeared not as stored objects but actual per-

sonages held against their will, thus echoing the history of the

totems’ creators.

Education

As the experimentation continued to evolve in the

Public Programs Division, Pisano addressed the challenge of how

the revised mission would affect the orientation of the

Education Division. How should it respond thoughtfully to the

new, aspirational mission, one that focused on profoundly deep-

ening the educational experience by creating interplay with

Museum visitors? She engaged Elisa Callow, a museum educator

with extensive experience with community-based cultural

organizations, to help the education staff evaluate the balance

of their current programs in terms of audience, depth, breadth,

and innovation as well as to develop some pilot projects to help

them visualize a different form of connection with theMuseum’s

communities.

“I realized,” Callow says, “that the institution, like many

others, was an output machine—lots of material was created. To

begin, I asked the Education Division staff three simple questions

that are often forgotten in the concentrated energy and pressure

of producingmaterials: Were the producedmaterials used? How

were they used? And how did the staff know? And because they

could not adequately answer these questions, the focus of the

consultancy became clear to me—to help the staff shift from

production (creating teachingmaterials) to learning to reflect on

what the visitor was experiencing.” Prompted by the same view

as Vitali that artists affiliated with cultural organizations could

enrich theMuseum’s work, Callow proposed inviting local commu-

nity arts organizations to collaborate with the Education Division

to imagine what deep community engagement with theMuseum

and its collections would look like.

13
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“I want to take these fabulous artifacts and turn history into a verb.”
—LISA CITRON, (Out)Laws & Justice
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Bringing Outside In

With theMuseum’s blessing, Callow recruited commu-

nity arts organizations representing multiple disciplines that had

a clear intentionality around pedagogy and community engage-

ment. She invited representatives of these organizations to join a

community “think tank”—a small group she charged with working

with Education Division staff to develop ideas and mechanisms

that could help the Museum to fulfill its newmission. She asked

each arts organization to invite energetic school personnel with

whom they had worked to join along with them. “Since the group

was conceived as a ‘think tank,’” says Callow, “we had the luxury

of starting and staying small and by invitation. I was looking for

brilliance, creativity, flexibility, and experience with and belief

in collaborative work.”

Capturing the aspirational nature of the undertaking,

Callow initially called this group of artists, educators, andMuseum

staff the Brain andHeart Trust. The name captured the essence of

the invitation theMuseumwas presenting to the group—to inno-

vate work that could help shift the way theMuseum conceived of

itself as an institution and how it related to its constituents. The

group later came to be called the Education and Arts Roundtable

of the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County.

From the beginning, the Roundtable was given an open

frame in which to work. The Museum presented the group with a

challenge, and rather than giving instructions or specific tasks, it

offered Roundtablemembers time, space, and resources to create

their own responses to the challenge. At their firstmeeting, Callow

articulated the challenge to the Roundtable this way: “Whatwould

happen if this group received optimum materials, a project

stipend, transportation for your students, time, thinking space,

and the ongoing encouragement of a collective? How deep could

you go, and what could the Museum learn from your work?” As

Roundtable members discussed how they would respond, these

nascent questions turned swiftly into a set of ambitious goals:

“You have the objects and greater resources . . . we are smaller
and have greater connection to our communities.”

—CYNTHIA CAMPOY BROPHY, The HeArt Project
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• To provide a forum for educators to provide feedback

about exhibitions.

• To see whatmight happen if teachers and artists had

optimum time, support, and connection with one another

to develop independent ideas about exhibition content.

• To support the participants’ development of emergent

curricula based on ideas presented in exhibitions.

• To share ideas and emergent curricula with one another

andMuseum staff to extend their value to otherMuseum

programs and to themore casualMuseum visitor.

• To participate in codifying and exhibiting the

experience of their students for the benefit of others

through aWeb site or physical space within theMuseum.

• For theMuseum to learn from the strong program- and

community-development practices exercised by smaller,

more nimble youth-serving organizations.

Interdisciplinary Collaboration

The central activity of the Roundtable became interdis-

ciplinary projects in which artists, teachers, and students

explored the content of particular Museum exhibitions together.

Although each Roundtable project unfolded differently, they all

shared some common qualities. All of the projects integrated at

least one artistic discipline—sculpture, theater, or poetry, for

example—with additional academic disciplines such as science,

social studies, or English language arts. The projects connected

the skills, processes, and content of these disciplines with the

content of a particular Museum exhibition and the skills and

processes practiced by Museum staff—including research and

curatorial. These interdisciplinary projects provided students

with a range of ways to engage with theMuseum and to develop

and make visible their capacities for exploration, discovery, and

wonder. In addition, each project naturally developed compo-

nents—through the collaboration of students, teachers, artists,

andMuseum staff—that drew out issues of community and iden-

tity and a sense of responsibility on the part of participants for

the natural and cultural worlds represented in the Museum.

Roundtable members generally created projects work-

ing in small teams—one artist working with one teacher and his



Past and Present Education and Arts Roundtable Partners
1 24th Street Theatre
2 & 23 826LA East & 826LA West
3 Angels Gate Cultural Center
4 Armory Center for the Arts
5 California Dance Institute
6 Child Educational Center
7 Cienega Elementary School
8 CityLife Downtown Charter School
9 The HeArt Project
10 James Monroe High School
11 Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary School
12 Kranz Intermediate School
13 LA Theatre Works
14 Los Angeles Public Library
15 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
16 Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County
17 Northridge Middle School
18 (Out)Laws & Justice
19 Page Museum at the La Brea Tar Pits
20 Parras Middle School
21 Pasadena High School, Visual Arts and Design Academy
22 Poets & Writers
23 Social and Public Art Resource Center (SPARC)
24 Stella Middle Charter Academy
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“TheMuseum’s potential impact is to be a framer of ideas, to
be a creator of circumference where interaction occurs in
a number of places.” —ELISA CALLOW, NHM Consultant
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or her students. The meetings of the whole Roundtable–held

every other month–served as an opportunity for theMuseum to

orient members to particular exhibitions and for members to

exchange ideas. Over time, the group became more and more

sophisticated in its use of the whole group convenings, as mem-

bers began to document their projects richly, compiling student

work, photographic and video records, and student, teacher, and

artist reflections. This documentation fueled the exchange of

ideas and members’ ability to strengthen their projects by build-

ing thoughtfully on past efforts.

The project documentation also provided theMuseum

with rich material with which to interpret the significance of

Roundtable projects for the Museum as a whole, in particular its

education, public programs, and curatorial divisions. In their

growing sophistication, Roundtable projects showed how the

Museum collections and exhibitions could becomemore power-

ful learning experiences for children and the young adult popu-

lation the Museum sought to reach. The projects also helped

the Museum to connect with the deep roots that Roundtable

members had in communities in Los Angeles, many of which

regarded the Museum as disconnected from their lives before

their engagement with Roundtable projects.

Dedicated Exhibition Space

From the inception of the Roundtable, members advo-

cated for creating a dedicated space in the Museum to exhibit

their projects. In response to these early requests, Vitali and

Callow, along with Education Division staff, developed an exhi-

bition space called Inter/Act, designed to showcase the work

that Roundtable members and their students created in

response to exhibitions. The student work, in turn, acted as an

invitational springboard for Museum visitor commentary. At

times, the space became crowded with visitor responses—draw-

ings, questions, ruminations—all adding community “grist” to

the space. Ownership of this valuable “real estate,” as Vitali

called it, was given over to Roundtable members. The space,

initially thought of as a mechanism for recognizing the culmina-

tion of work and developing connections between Roundtable

members and theMuseum, evolved into something more vibrant

and multifaceted. It came to serve as evidence of the impact

of exhibitions on Roundtable students, as a means to expand

Museum visitors’ understanding of exhibitions, and as powerful

proof of the value accorded to the work of students and, by

extension, their communities.

Balance and Risk

Over time, Education Division staff saw that not only

Roundtable projects but also the organic and open design of the

Roundtable itself provided an important catalyst for theMuseum

in readying itself to achieve its new mission. The Roundtable

required the Museum to take risks and to step outside of its

usual ways of doing business. The Roundtable’s success hinged

on the Museum’s willingness—and that of its researchers and

curators—to share Museum resources and to relinquish its role

as sole interpreter of its collections and exhibitions. For the

Roundtable to have an impact within the Museum as a whole,

the institution would need to embrace members’ expertise in

learning theory, practice, and community engagement. The

more collaborative the relationship, the greater the impact would

be on Museum and Roundtable members.

The following chapters tell the unfolding story of this

collaboration and its contributions to thinking and activities at

theMuseum. They also describe Roundtable members’ discovery

of ways in which the collections of a major cultural institution

could be mined as valuable learning experiences for students

and communities, and of how participation in the Roundtable



enhanced their own practice as teachers and artists. In chapters

two and three, researcher Lauren Stevenson describes in detail the

involvement of Roundtable partners with two of the Museum’s

exhibitions: Collapse?, a special exhibition drawing on the argu-

ments and themes in Jared Diamond’s popular book Collapse:

How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed; and The Mysterious Bog

People, an exhibition exploring the lives and cultures of the

Mesolithic Period peoples of northwestern Europe, where human

remains have been excavated from peat bogs. In chapter four,

“Implications for Practice—Creating Relevancy,” Stevenson sum-

marizes the lessons derived from her evaluation of the Roundtable

initiative. In chapter five, “The Day-to-Day—Strategic Decisions

and Program Practices,” Emiko Ono, the Roundtable’s first

manager, who is now on staff at the Los Angeles County Arts

Commission, elaborates on the processes she developed for

managing the initiative, providing useful practical guidance to

other museum professionals and their collaborating cultural and

educational partners. In chapter six, “Extending Impact,” Elisa

Callow provides insight into the fundamental strategic and tac-

tical decisions behind the initiative and analyzes how its full

institutionalization at the Natural History Museum of Los

Angeles County as well as at other museums would address the

fundamental pressures and challenges currently facing the

museum field. In an afterword, Carl Selkin, Vice President for

Education at the Museum, describes the continuing growth of

the Roundtable and how the project is influencing decision mak-

ing and programming within the Education Division.
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Chapter 2: Collapse?



In February 2005, as the Education and Arts Roundtable was assembling for the first time, the

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County was in the final stages of developing an original,

special exhibition called Collapse? It explored the role that environmental circumstances and other

factors have played in the destinies of different societies, both past and present. The exhibition was

inspired by ideas in the book Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed (2004) by the Pulitzer

Prize–winning author Jared Diamond. Museum staff introduced the exhibition at a Roundtable meet-

ing and gave the group an overview of the five areas on which the exhibition focused: 1) overall

climate change, 2) management of environmental factors, 3) society’s ability to perceive problems

and act upon them, 4) change in trading partners, and 5) change in enemies.

After the overview, Roundtable participants discussed how they and their students might

engage Collapse? “The Museum’s primary activity is to collect and present static objects,” said consultant

Elisa Callow, facilitating the conversation. “You, as educators, are key to developing interaction with

these objects.” The group’s conversations took on three broad questions posed by Callow: “How can

you use an exhibition to advance your own work? What circumstances and resources would make

this possible and optimum? What initial ideas do you see in the Collapse? exhibition?”

CHAPTER 2: COLLAPSE?
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The Roundtable’s community arts organization repre-

sentatives and classroom teachers immediately began to develop

possibilities for partnering with each other and the Museum to

do interdisciplinary, arts-integrated projects related to Collapse?

They imagined projects that could help students learn about the

exhibition content as well as enable teachers and artists to

address other teaching and learning goals and state education

standards. These early conversations grew into a series of sophis-

ticated and widely varying projects. Two exemplify the range of

work the Roundtable produced in relationship to Collapse? The

first is a program that the HeArt Project, one of the Roundtable’s

nonprofit arts organizations, created with high school students

in five local continuation high schools, schools that Peter Harris,

former director of programming at the HeArt Project, describes

as designed for “dropouts, pushouts, and students who learn

better in alternative settings.” The second is a project that two

first-grade teachers atMoffett Elementary School created in part-

nership with one of the Roundtable’s participating visual artists.

The HeArt Project

The HeArt Project links “overlooked teenagers” in con-

tinuation high schools with professional artists, cultural centers,

and communities to imagine, produce, and present new work.

The HeArt Project believes that “these young people are extraor-

dinarily creative; that artists are a significant civic resource; and

that their ideas, collaborations, and work benefit the entire cul-

ture.” The HeArt Project currently brings its art programs to 24

continuation high schools in the Los Angeles Unified School

District and the Los Angeles County Office of Education. The

organization is guided by four core principles:

• overlooked teenagers are intelligent, creative,

powerful people who possess the capacity tomeet the

highest expectations.

• art is indispensable; it enables us to communicate and

inspires an empathetic society.

• long-term investment creates progress.

• Cultivating effective partnerships between artists,

educators, and community organizations amplifies our

collective impact on the students we serve.



Engaging the Collapse? exhibition, HeArt Project stu-

dents and their teacher artists examined the “processes through

which past societies have undermined themselves, and how soci-

eties can develop insight, creativity, and policies to avoid decline

and ensure a healthy future for their citizens.” They explored

questions posed by the exhibition and by Diamond’s book: How

could a society that was once so mighty collapse? Might such a

fate eventually befall our own wealthy society?

The HeArt Project created programs related to Collapse?

with five of its partner schools: Central High School/All Peoples

Branch, Central High School/Angelus Plaza College Preparatory

High School, Central High School/La Familia Branch, Central

High School/Northeast L.A. Branch, and Youth Opportunities

High School. Each school worked with a different teacher artist

from the HeArt Project in a different artistic medium. Each proj-

ect culminated in a public presentation at the Museum.

In one project, dancer and choreographer Adrienne

Campbell-Holt worked with students at Angelus Plaza College

Preparatory High School to create a dance and theater piece on

the concept of collapse. She remembers walking into the exhibi-

tion to get a feel for it before beginning work with her students.

The date was September 8, 2005, and Hurricane Katrina had just

hit the Gulf Coast and NewOrleans. At the time, she says, “I felt

like I was watching and experiencing many collapses. An entire

city, individuals’ lives, the state and federal governments, the

various agencies, people’s faith, and so on.”

As the project got started, Campbell-Holt found that

students also felt a strong resonance with the theme of collapse

and drew connections between the theme and what was unfold-

ing in New Orleans and between the theme and their own lives.

“Collapse is an idea that every one of my students has expe-

rienced in some way,” says Campbell-Holt. “The various hor-

rific disasters of the [prior] year on a global scale—hurricanes,
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“Collapse is an idea that every one of my students has experienced
in someway. The various horrific disasters of the [prior] year
on a global scale—hurricanes, tsunamis, earthquakes, and war—
were the big picture, while private personal experiences were
the close-up details we zeroed in on.” —ADRIENNE CAMPBELL-HOLT, Dancer and Choreographer
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tsunamis, earthquakes, and war—were the big picture, while

private personal experiences were the close-up details we

zeroed in on.” A section of the exhibition focused on Southern

California was particularly provocative for many students. “I

think it raised consciousness about what is going on with the

environment in California, how everything is interrelated, and

what we can do,” she says.

Working together over the course of their fall semes-

ter, the students and Campbell-Holt created a dance and theatri-

cal piece exploring the connections between the theme of

collapse, New Orleans, their personal stories, and the future

of the environment. “I started by listening to my students,”

Campbell-Holt says. “We did brainstorming exercises using the

poem by Shelley [“Ozymandias”] that Jared Diamond put at the

beginning of his book; using text from Anna Deavere Smith’s

Twilight, a play of interviews dealing with issues related to the

L.A. riots; and images from art, history, and the daily newspa-

per.” Campbell-Holt set out to create a script for the perform-

ance from the students’ own words. To do so, she says, “I had to

wait until they were willing to express themselves and then

shapemy vision for the piece based on the tone and themes they

let me know were important to them.”

Early in the project, students participated in theater

and movement exercises designed to help them find their own

voice and to experiment with putting themselves in someone

else’s shoes. These exercises, Campbell-Holt says, also helped “to

get the students to begin thinking about the issues of collapse in

a physical way. We worked together to get out of a classwide

‘Human Knot,’ to hold each other in trust falls and lifts, and we

learned to listen to each other in games where we closed our eyes

and completed a simple task such as counting.” These theater and

movement exercises also helped students to develop the skills that

theywould need to create and perform their final piece together.
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“Over the course of the term,” Campbell-Holt says,

“the students’ trust in me and each other grew a great deal, and

this enabled us to work better together. I also found that the

commitment to the assigned projects grew quite a bit, and the

students were willing to dig deeper into themselves in their writ-

ing, for example, and then share it with the class.”

As the students delved further into the project, the

focus gradually shifted from skill and trust building and the

development of material for the script to rehearsing for the per-

formance that students would give at theMuseum. It was impor-

tant to Campbell-Holt and the students that the performance be

“something everyone would be proud of.” Campbell-Holt

observed, in particular, that the combination of increasing group

cohesion, a sense of having fun, and a belief that they were work-

ing toward something that had “the potential to be great” helped

any resistance students had to the work “fade away.”

At the end of the semester, the students in Campbell-

Holt’s classroom performed their original piece at the Museum

in concert with groups of students from four other HeArt Project

sites. The students performed for each other and for Museum

staff, talked about their work, and toured the Museum. Harris

explains that such performances are an important part of HeArt

Project classes for three reasons. First, students have the oppor-

tunity to share their learning, ideas, and hard work. Second, giv-

ing students the opportunity to present and discuss their work

with others “cultivates the ability to speak.” Third, performing

at the Museum helps to connect the students with the institu-

tion as a cultural resource. “So many of our youngsters,” Harris

says, “don’t know our city that well.”

When the HeArt Project convened at the Museum

to share its work on the Collapse? exhibition, student projects

included not only dance and theater performances but also photo

essays, writing, visual art, and video production. The Museum

displayed samples of the visual artwork in the Inter/Act gallery

for visitors to view. Students provided reflections on their proj-

ects and the theme of collapse to serve as captions. In some

cases the writing spoke directly to Museum visitors that might

enter the gallery after going through Collapse? in hopes

of prompting them to reflect on the exhibition in new or

deeper ways.

Shafarra Norville, a student at Central High School/All

Peoples Branch, wrote, “I would like to tell the public that, us as

a people will and are currently facing problems. If we continue

to act carelessly about poverty, global warming, and other

important aspects that we continue to bypass, we will face much

more worse consequences.” Shafarra’s classmate, Janneth

Arellano, wrote, “To me, collapse is how something that happens

in another part of the world could affect all of us. For example,

Katrina affected all of us, not just New Orleans. Now it [is] like

everything that happens feels like the end of the world.”

Through their artwork, students participating in these

projects expressed their own interpretations of the theme of

collapse and their beliefs about why the theme and various

components of the Collapse? exhibition matter in their lives.

Developing and expressing these beliefs is an important part of

the HeArt Project’s curricula. As Harris says, at the HeArt

Project, “we use art to teach thinking and critical commitment

to students’ own vision.”
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Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary School

Because of its proximity to Los Angeles International

Airport, Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary School was constructed

entirely underground. Its classrooms have no windows. The nature

of the school’s physical plant is a daily reminder to teachers of the

need to help students develop a positive sense of identity and to

find ways to connect the physically isolated school to the broader

community of Los Angeles. Over 68% of Moffett students are

English language learners, and so language development and

literacy are also key concerns for Moffett teachers. When two

Moffett first-grade teachers, Lena Garcia and Patti Cruz, began

work with the Roundtable, they brought these concerns to the

conversations.

As Museum staff described Collapse? to Roundtable

members, Garcia and Cruz saw important potential connections

between the exhibition themes and the curricular content that

they needed to teach students in social studies, English language

arts, English language development, and the visual and perform-

ing arts. The teachers worked with Roundtable visual artist

Meriel Stern to create an interdisciplinary project to draw out

these connections.

Before taking their students to seeCollapse?, Garcia and

Cruz worked with them in the classroom to introduce the exhibi-

tion content. “We felt that it was important for the kids to get

familiar with the exhibit that they were going to be experiencing

so that it wasn’t all brand new, and so that we could front-load

some of the vocabulary that they were going to be encountering,”

says Garcia. This preparation for their Museum visit was impor-

tant, she explains, “because, first of all, the students are first

graders—they were not going to be able to read the information

in the exhibit—and second of all, most of them are English lan-

guage learners. We wanted them to understand what they were

going to be seeing and come to it with some prior knowledge.”

Garcia and Cruz began by showing students photo-

graphs of the exhibition that theMuseum provided. Using Visual

Thinking Strategies—a teaching program designed to support

learner-centered discussions about visual art—they asked stu-

dents to look closely at the images, share what they saw, and

explain what the images reminded them of and why (Yenawine,

1998). This process allowed students to bring their prior experi-

ence into the classroom and use it as a departure point for

understanding the exhibition. One student, for example, shared

that to him the samurai armor in a section of the exhibition

focused on Japan made him think of soldiers. Others said the

armor reminded them of a ninja. The teachers worked from these

connections and talked with students about how soldiers and

ninjas are similar to and different from samurai. They also helped

students develop an understanding of the role of the samurai in

Japanese society as well as the role of the shogun, another

important figure in the Japan-focused gallery.

The teachers continued to prepare students for their

visit to the Museum, introducing them to two of the central con-

cepts in Collapse?—that change unfolds as a process, and that

there is a relationship between choice and change. To help stu-

dents understand change as a process, Cruz and Garcia drew on

Stern’s expertise. She taught the students how to make collages,

working with colored paper and glue on poster board, and asked

each student to make a collage of an object changing, illustrating

it at three different stages in the process. The project helped stu-

dents develop an understanding of how change happens over

time, addressed California state visual art standards related to

developing artistic skills and creating original artwork, and

helped students to understand sequence—beginning, middle, and

end—as required by California’s English language arts standards.

TheMoffett teachers then introduced their students to

the concept of choice and its relationship to change. This rela-



tionship is key to the Collapse? exhibition, which presents sev-

eral examples in different countries—including Japan, Australia,

and the United States—of how specific choices led to substantial

change in the societies and natural environment of particular

locales, while other choices were more sustainable and led to

lesser changes. The exhibition demonstrates, says Garcia, that

“the choices that we are making either lead to or keep us from

the collapse of our society and our world as it is. The choice that

the shogun in Japan made that every time you cut down a tree

you have to plant another one, for example, we thought was cen-

tral. The choice that people made to bring rabbits to Australia

and then suddenly they take over everything—that was a choice

that someone made that had a domino effect. We thought the

students needed to understand what choice meant and our part

in making choices.”

To explore how choices affect the natural environment,

students read The Lorax by Dr. Seuss. They learned how the

Lorax’s decision to cut down trees to build a city negatively

affected the environment. Students explored the story visually,

drawing images of the effects of particular decisions made by

characters in the book. One student drew a picture of the Lorax’s

city showing that, without trees, the sky was polluted and black.

After the students read the book, they also formed small groups

and acted out parts of the story. Garcia and Cruz worked with

performing arts frameworks in this part of the project to make

sure that the students’ performance experiences were as rich

and valuable as possible. Students, for example, developed skills

in directing and acting and learned to create costumes and write

scripts based on experience and literature.

The teachers believe that the multiple modes that the

performing and visual arts offer for students to enter, explore, and

relate to text are invaluable for all first graders and in particular

for English language learners. As a whole, the interdisciplinary

exploration of The Lorax allowed Cruz and Garcia to address

California state language arts and English language develop-

ment standards—in particular, standards related to reading com-
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prehension (including relating prior knowledge to textual infor-

mation and retelling the central idea of a story) and literary

response (including identifying and describing characters, plot,

and setting and the beginning, middle, and end of a story).

“Whenwe finally went to theMuseum to see Collapse?,”

says Garcia, “we were sensitive about what we were going to

see, what we were going to look for. When the students got

there, they were ready to soak in the other information they

could learn. From that standpoint,” she says, “we are grateful to

have a need to get deeper into the field trip and to consider how

to create as muchmeaning as possible. It’s not just that last field

trip in May that is fun. It affects the whole school year and moti-

vates us to link to the children’s lives.”

Of all the halls in the Collapse? exhibition, Moffett stu-

dents connected most with the one focused on Japan. Students

had developed a sense of connection with this gallery in their

early conversations about the samurai armor it featured, ninjas,

and the shogun. For the students, Garcia says, the shogun was

important because “he was the one that made this really good

choice that every time someone in Japan cut down a tree, another

would be planted. Just as The Loraxwas our anchor piece for the

classroom,” she says, “the story of the shogun and the image of

the armor in the Japan hall were the anchor pieces for the

exhibit. The students could really understand the concept of

choice based on the shogun’s story and then make the connec-

tions to the other parts of the exhibit.” As students reflected on

and explored exhibition themes in their visual artwork after their

field trip to the Museum, the two teachers noticed that the

shogun and samurai armor featured prominently in many of the

students’ drawings.

During their field trip to the Museum, students used

disposable cameras to document the parts of their visit that they

found most important. Shortly after the visit, the teachers laid

the developed photos out and had students do a “gallery walk”

through all of the images to reflect on what they had seen. Garcia

and Cruz asked students to select one photo apiece that repre-

sented what they thought was the most important part of their

experience at the Museum and to write about why they had

made that selection. One student wrote, “The most important

thing that I want to remember is the thing that is most impor-
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tant—to always change well, to always choose the good thing”

(translated from Spanish).

Garcia and Cruz could have anticipated some of the

photos that the students took—images of the samurai armor, a

Mayan temple, and dinosaurs. Others, however, surprised them—

images of loose change in a fountain and of a Museum stairwell,

for example. Some of these latter images, they discovered, spoke

to what students, many first-time visitors to the Museum,

noticed about the institution itself as a place. One student took

a photograph of a security guard thatmight have been interpreted

within this latter category of documentation of first-time visitor

experience. When the student described the importance of the

image, however, he related it to the themes of the Collapse? exhi-

bition. The security guard, this student said, was important

because he was there to make sure no one made bad choices.

Moffett students continued their engagement with

Collapse? for many weeks after their Museum visit until finally

documenting their whole process of learning in personal journey

maps, visual representations of what they had learned and the

steps in their learning process. One student’s map began with

the idea that all children have needs and that there are children

all over the world “just like me”—concepts the class studied at

the beginning of the project. The student then juxtaposed an

image of the Lorax cutting down trees and not replanting them

with one of the shogun planting a tree. The journey map ends

with an image of a globe and a note about the importance of

being a good neighbor. Garcia explains that this is a reference to

another Dr. Seuss book they read during the school year, The

Butter Battle Book, about respecting your neighbors and the idea

that “how we choose to treat people will affect the world and

what happens.” In the center of the journey map the student

wrote the words “Choices” and “Collapse.”

The students’ journey maps make visible the process of

learning that was catalyzed as students engaged with Museum

content in complex, interdisciplinary ways, over time. The glue

for this project was the “big questions” that students were

exploring throughout the experience. “When you have a ‘big

question’ that you are wondering about,” explains Garcia, “such

as ‘How do we affect the world with our choices?’ or ‘How does

change affect the world?’ and you go to theMuseum, theMuseum

serves as another resource for you in answering these questions.

TheMuseum is one stage in your learning, and it can help to pro-

pel more questions, inquiry, and exploration. This is different,”

she says, “from the way most people use the Museum, as an end

product—‘we study Native Americans and then we go to the

museum and see them.’ For us, theMuseumwas one of the parts

of our journey map; it wasn’t the end.” Rather than being only an

isolated data point, for Moffett students and teachers, the

Museum became a catalyst for a complex journey of teaching

and learning.





Chapter 3: The Mysterious
Bog People



“People stereotype my community all the time,” said Rafael Martinez, a twelfth grader at James

Monroe High School in Los Angeles. “They look down on us . . . we can feel these stereotypes. Every

time someone looks down on me or categorizes me in a group, I want to prove them wrong.”

“I would like people to see the better side of my community,” said Ethel DeGuia, a classmate

of Rafael’s. “I would like them to know that we have great ambitions and dreams, and we are making

our way to get there.”

These comments were sparked by the students’ explorations of an exhibition at the Natural

History Museum of Los Angeles County called The Mysterious Bog People. The exhibition examined

the lives and rituals of people living near the peat bogs of northwestern Europe from theMesolithic

Period almost 12,000 years ago to the end of the 16th century. Kelly Hanock, the students’ English

language arts teacher, and Maura Draheim, their social studies teacher, were participating in the

Museum’s Education and Arts Roundtable when the exhibition was installed at the Museum.

When the exhibition opened, curator Scott Van Keuren and Vanda Vitali, then head of the Public

Programs Division, presented an overview of the exhibition to the Roundtable and facilitated con-

versations about the exhibition content with Roundtable participants. TheMuseum also gave the par-

ticipants copies of the exhibition catalogue to take back to their classrooms and arts organizations.

CHAPTER 3: THE MYSTERIOUS BOG PEOPLE
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The Mysterious Bog People, as Van Keuren explains,

“deals with nearly 10,000 years of European archaeology.” The

exhibition includes six bodies found in the bogs—uniquely pre-

served due to the chemicals created by peat decay—and a range

of artifacts, from jewelry to musical instruments. Because bodies

and artifacts were placed in the bogs over such a long period of

time, says Van Keuren, the exhibition is not just about one group

or tribe. Instead, the exhibition addresses “a whole sequence of

cultures beginning with very early hunting and gathering groups

in Europe all the way through the medieval period. There is not

only a wide diversity of cultures represented in this time line but

also a wide variety of objects in the exhibit.”

After their introduction to the exhibition, Hanock and

Draheim initially had reservations about whether there would

be dynamic links between the content of the exhibition and the

content of the two curricular areas that they taught. As was their

practice in beginning projects with the Museum, they brought

the information on the exhibition back to their students and

invited them to consider what “big questions” it raised for them.

As the students and teachers began to explore these questions

in depth, plans for an interdisciplinary project based on Bog

People began to develop naturally. Despite their earlier reserva-

tions, Hanock and Draheim found that their students readily

drew rich connections between the exhibition, the school curric-

ula, and their own lives.

The students were initially intrigued, in particular, by

the photographs of bodies in the exhibition catalogue and the

ethical questions that the exhibition raised about handling and

exhibiting human remains. The students engaged with their

teachers in Socratic seminars about the exhibition. In these dis-

cussions, students raised questions about the topics of sacrifice,

folklore, violence, morality, spirituality, legacy, survival, preser-

vation, ritual, cultural investigation, research, and reconstruction
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of the past. Students also wondered about their place in history,

their own individuality and values, their need to understand and

study history, society’s failure to understand many historical

lessons, and the role of stereotypes and judgments in American

society.

More than two years later, Hanock and Draheim still

remember the moment that they introduced the exhibition to

their students and the series of related projects that unfolded

over that school year. For these two teachers, these projects

marked an important shift in both their students’ lives and their

own teaching.

After their initial introduction to the exhibition, the

Monroe students took a field trip to the Museum to experience

the exhibition in person. Before they entered the gallery, Van

Keuren gave the students a presentation on the exhibition.

Because of the students’ connection to the Roundtable, he was

prepared for their visit and had geared his presentation to their

emerging interests. The students then visited the exhibition.

They wondered together about the “mystery” of the bog peo-

ple—Why were they put into the bogs, by whom, and what did

the act signify? What might the artifacts found in the bogs with

the bog people tell us about their lives and cultures?

In taking up these questions, students were exploring

some of the fundamental issues raised by the exhibition cura-

tors. As Van Keuren says about the included artifacts, for exam-

ple, “Some of these objects were undoubtedly placed in the bogs

as ritual offerings, but I don’t think we’ll ever know—as archae-

ologists, as scientists—much more than that. We know where

the objects are coming from and we generally know how old they

are, but I don’t think we have a good idea of why many of these

objects were taken to the bogs. This is the challenge in archaeo-

logical interpretation: much of the past is mysterious and diffi-

cult to interpret.”

Back in their classroom, the students began to connect

the questions they had about the exhibition to their own lives.

They moved from discussing how they might interpret the Bog

People artifacts to discussing how scientists might interpret arti-

facts from their community if they were found in the future.

Contemplating this question, the students did a neighborhood

walk to look more closely together at items that might later be

considered the “artifacts” of their community.

“If an outsider came to look at your community just on

the exterior,” Hanock asked the students, “what would they

see?” The students responded: “they’d see a polletero pushing an

ice cream cart,” “they’d see the Goth teenager,” “they’d see a day

laborer and a gang member.”

As they identified things that visitors might see in their

community, students began to describe the stereotypes that

they believe many hold about their community. They described

to each other and to their teachers the differences between

these stereotypes and how they themselves see and experience

their community.

Tania Vargas, a twelfth-grade student, said, “From an

outsider’s perspective, I think that my community is viewed as

poor, uneducated, and full of illegal immigrants. They see home-

less people, vendors on the corner, and gangs on the streets. It

would be easy for them to assume that everyone who lives in

such a neighborhood must be ignorant. Right?”

Brittney Halterman, an eleventh grader, said, “When

people look at my community, they probably see trouble. . . .

However, it’s not what it seems to be. It’s a community where I

live and where my friends and family live. It is a place I am loved

and can love.”

Reflecting on the students’ conversation, Hanock says,

“Most of these students live in a very poor neighborhood. There

are all kinds of icons that suggest the negative elements and
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influences on their lives, but the kids didn’t see themselves in

this way; they saw themselves as a positive force for change.

They were moving toward believing they could go to college

even though their family members had little, if any, college expe-

rience. They recognized a difference between how others viewed

them and how they viewed themselves. The kids saw themselves

much like the bog people and wondered how they could show

others their ‘real’ selves.”

The students further examined the difference between

surface-level judgments or stereotypes and the deeper, more

meaningful interpretation of artifacts conducted by scientists

and curators. The students sought to create a project—a work of

visual art—that would debunk the stereotypes of their commu-

nity by juxtaposing the surface-level stereotypes that people

hold about the community with artifacts from the community

that would make visible the “real” lives and values of its mem-

bers. The students decided to call their project “Artifacts of Our

Lives.” Hanock and Draheim, using a stipend from the Museum

supplemented by a grant they wrote specifically to finance this

project, brought in visual artist Miya Osaki as a partner.

Student Angela LaBerge had the idea to create visual

representations of some of the stereotypical archetypes of the

community in such a way that each stereotype could be peeled

back, revealing the “real” person behind it. The students created

four assemblages in the form of doors. Each displayed on its sur-

face one of the stereotypical archetypes students identified on

their walk around their community: a vendor, a Goth teenager,

a gang member, and a day laborer. Once open, the doors then

revealed artifacts from the students’ lives collaged in the silhou-

ette of the outside image. The students selected artifacts for the

collages that they felt gave an authentic depiction of the life, cul-

ture, and significance of their community. The artifacts included

perfect attendance certificates, report cards, family photo-

graphs, family recipes, rosary beads, awards, and personal let-

ters and artwork.

Hanock vividly remembers the students working on

this part of the project. “I was surprised,” she says, “by how will-

ing they were to sacrifice ribbons and certificates that they had

earned. In class, kids tried to act nonchalant about their contri-

butions, but they had saved and treasured these artifacts and

were still so willing to donate them. When I reminded them that

they would probably not be getting their items back, they said,

‘It’s OK, Miss, they’re going to the Museum.’” The students

worked on the doors for four weeks in their classroom and the

school parking lot during school and—voluntarily—on weekends.

Interdisciplinary Integration

This partnership between the Museum, Monroe stu-

dents and teachers, and Osaki was emblematic of Roundtable

projects. The project was interdisciplinary in two ways. First, it

engagedmultiple disciplines: social studies, English language arts,

and the visual arts. Second, it engaged multiple dimensions of a

Museum exhibition. In the course of the project, the students not

only examined the content of a particular exhibition but also the

practices and processes that are central to the Museum, in par-

ticular, research, the interpretation of artifacts, and curating.

The students worked with their teachers to explore a

series of overarching “big” or “essential” questions: 1) What judg-

ments would future scientists/historians/educators form about

the Monroe High School community if given the artifacts of our

modern lives to examine, 2) What judgments/stereotypes do our

contemporaries form when they view our community’s external

artifacts/symbols, and 3) What views do we hold of ourselves,

and what would we like others to see of our inner culture when

they look at us as individuals and through our community? Many

Roundtable partners orient their projects with the Museum





“I would like people to see the better side of my community.”
—ETHEL DEGUIA, James Monroe High School
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around these kinds of questions. The questions they and their

students select hold the overarching “big ideas” that frame

the projects. Expert practitioners of interdisciplinary, arts-

integrated teaching and learning identify seven qualities of a

strong “big idea” or topic for framing interdisciplinary inquiry

(Thompson, Barniskis, & Aronson, 2005, p. 86). The overarching

questions and ideas that Roundtable partners use to frame their

projects—like those used by the Monroe students and teach-

ers—embody these qualities.

You know a topic matters when it:

• resides at the heart of a discipline

• generates a lot of thinking, exploring and discovering

• inspires students to have “hard fun”

• matters and is useful beyond this classroom right now

• opens up connections to each student’s experiences,

both in and out of the classroom

• excites the teacher, artist and students

• challenges students’ misconceptions and

misunderstandings

(THOMPSON, BARNISKIS, & ARONSON, 2005, p. 86)

The questions that Monroe students used to frame

their exploration of the exhibition proved so compelling to them

that the project gathered momentum throughout the school

year. Students’ door assemblages were only the beginning.

Energized by the desire to destroy stereotypes, especially those

of today’s youth, the students produced, directed, and filmed a

documentary that explored life in their community. They created

the film based on interviews with their peers and adults in their

community in which they asked: 1) What do others see when

they look at you, and 2) What would you like them to see or what

should they see based on your reality?

Working with Osaki, individual students also wrote and

produced digital stories to show their own, personal truths.

Students read Víctor E. Villaseñor’s Rain of Gold, a book telling

the story of young people who emigrated from Mexico to the

United States. Many of the students, recent immigrants them-

selves, drew connections between the book and their own lives.

As part of their larger “Artifacts of Our Lives” project, Hanock

says, “Students considered the bog people—what were their

lives like back then and what could you tell about their lives by

looking at their artifacts—and paired their reflections with what

they had read in Rain of Gold. Students examined their own lives

and considered which of their own stories were important to tell.

They wondered what lessons could be learned from the lives

their families had led.” Each student picked one story from his

or her own personal history to develop metaphorically into a

digital story.

To place this work and their own lives in a historical

context, students thenmade personal, historical time lines. Visual

artist Meriel Stern visited the classroom to discuss using symbols

to represent significant points in their personal histories. Working

in visual and symbolic terms, the students first created time lines

out of beads, using different shapes, sizes, and colors of beads to

mark important milestones in their lives. Students then created

paper time lines. On these time lines, Draheim and Hanock

asked the students to include the bigger picture of what was

going on in the world during the time period selected for their

personal time lines. Students’ responses were elaborate—one

student made her life into a Monopoly board; another, into the

shape of a guitar.

During this project, students considered the value of

studying history and culture. They wondered about whether we

ever truly learn from our mistakes. They also considered how the

history of their own families and cultures affected their lives.
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Many of the students said that this exploration changed their

understanding of their own lives in important ways. For exam-

ple, twelfth grader Silvana Carrion said, “Coming from Peru at

such a young age (age 5), separated me not only from my family

but also from my culture. It is hard not to feel connected to my

culture since it affects my everyday life. This feeling of separa-

tion became stronger with the death of my grandmother. While

completing this time line, all of the separation became a connec-

tion to my past and present. Learning about the past connected

me to the struggles my family faces today.”

Lastly, as part of the “Artifacts of Our Lives” project,

the students explored the issue of genocide. When considering

how the bog people might have ended up in the bogs, the stu-

dents noticed physical evidence on the bodies—for example, a

rope found around a neck and a fractured skull—suggesting that

some of the bog people had been murdered. Some of the stu-

dents wondered whether certain kinds of people might have

been murdered and put into the bogs. In the context of this con-

versation, the topic of genocide arose.

The curators of the exhibition have found that a large

range of individuals were placed in the bogs—without consistent

patterns in regard to, for example, age, tribal background, gender,

or social class—suggesting that genocide is not a likely explanation

for the bodies found in the bogs. In wondering about the topic

of genocide, however, the students raised important issues that

were pertinent to their history and social studies curricula.

The students becamemotivated to explore more about

the topic. Draheim was struck by the fact that many students

didn’t know that genocide was still occurring in the world. She,

Hanock, and Osaki worked with students to create a project to

study genocide and related history and social studies concepts.

Hanock and Draheim remember that the students connected

immediately with Osaki’s skills as a graphic artist and her ability

to work creatively with digital technology.

In this component of their project, Monroe students

explored the questions: How do we learn from history? What is

the “truth” of a situation? How does one’s perspective shape or

alter the truth? How do our personal experiences shape our view

of others? How is memory of the past shaped by our present

experience? How is the future shaped by the past and the pres-

ent? Have the forces of good and evil changed over time? How

does what we know about the world shape the way we view our-

selves? How do we define who we are?

The students began by getting books on genocide,

such as Edwidge Danticat’s The Farming of Bones and Leon Z.

Surmelian’s I Ask You, Ladies and Gentlemen, and doing reading

circles on the topic. “In the students’ minds,” says Hanock, “we

learn history so we don’t repeat the past. They had no idea that

there were other genocides in the world; they hadn’t heard of

Darfur.” The students, Hanock adds, “started seeing connections,”

and the final phase of the Bog People project developed from

there. The students wanted to express what they had learned

about genocide in such a way that their understanding of the

topic and related history could help stop future killings. They

wanted to find a way to create greater awareness among others.

After reading the books they chose about specific

genocides, students gave class presentations describing both

the historical details of the events and their repercussions. From

this information the students then worked in small groups to

create posters for a public awareness campaign about genocide.

The students brainstormed ideas and sketched drafts of their

thoughts. They then worked with Osaki in Adobe Photoshop to

create the final posters. She helped the students to understand

and work with concepts of artistic choice, symbolic values, con-

notation, and metaphor to help strengthen the impact of their

original ideas. Art Center College of Design, where Osaki was a
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student at the time, printed the posters for the students.

Hanock says that by the end of this project, “students,

some of whom were unable even to define ‘genocide’ at the

beginning of the semester, were debating how best to use the

information they had learned about Haiti, Rwanda, and Kosovo

to draw the community’s attention to the world’s continuing

atrocities.” Reflecting on this part of the students’ exploration

of the exhibition, Hanock says, “I loved the entire project, but

watching the students create these posters was incredible.” By

this time the students had developed a higher and higher level

of ownership over the project and their own learning. “They

really planned it out,” says Hanock. “In English we talk about

making choices as a writer depending on your audience, but the

kids don’t always get that. When they started creating their

posters based on what they had read about genocide, though,

they started making those choices themselves. That is when it

really clicked. They were more comfortable with images than

with language. We only had five native English speakers in the

class, and our artist, Miya Osaki, was hip and cool and could

show the kids how to use technology to produce something of

professional quality that would have impact. Every time I look at

the posters, it blows me away.”

As part of this project, the students went to see a per-

formance based on I Ask You, Ladies and Gentlemen, a memoir of

the Armenian genocide of 1915, and wrote reflections on a specific

passage from the book. This passage raised questions about the

connection between the past, present, and future and about the

role of young people in creating the future. Analyzing this con-

nection, one student, Reyna Alfaro, wrote, “Children today . . .

can probably make a difference. They can be the key to that door

that all of the adults have been looking for—the key to peace. We

can be part of all this by helping our children to see that war is

not the solution. Maybe if we all work together, take a risk, and

try our best, we can make a change, because we don’t want to

look back at our childhoods and say, ‘those were the days.’ We

should keep looking forward and say, ‘these are the days.’”

With this project, the students circled back around to

one of the central concepts that the exhibition was intended to

raise—our own responsibility for the stewardship of our natural

and cultural worlds. Curator Scott Van Keuren explains that such

stewardship is a central part of the Museum’s mission and that

the exhibition presented many opportunities for addressing this

issue. “We should use the exhibit to think about our shared

responsibility for preserving our cultural worlds,” he says. “As

archaeologists, we emphasize the protection and stewardship of

archaeological resources and cultural landscapes. Many of these

peat bogs are endangered landscapes; they’ve been heavily

impacted by economic use for centuries now, well into the mod-

ern period, and are still mined for garden products. These are

endangered landscapes where on a daily basis we lose archaeo-

logical treasures. There’s a real opportunity in this show to talk

about the need to protect these landscapes, why they should be

saved, what they can tell us about the future, and the overall

importance of preservation and stewardship—this is a central

theme of the exhibit.”

In their explorations of the exhibition, Monroe stu-

dents consistently considered issues of stewardship, perhaps

most clearly visible in the posters they created for the public

awareness campaign about genocide. In this project the stu-

dents took action to try and preserve our cultural worlds. The

students displayed their posters at the Museum and in the hall-

ways, offices, and classrooms at their school. Students had

hoped to create a bus stop campaign to give their posters a

wider audience but ran out of time and resources to complete

that phase of the project before the end of the school year.

Hanock notes that although the students who participated in the
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project have all graduated now, the posters are still hanging in

her office and “generate more conversation than any other sin-

gle item on display.”

Cultivating a sense of stewardship, in addition to having

potential benefits for preserving our natural and cultural worlds,

also had benefits for the students themselves. In stepping into the

role of those who had the ability to affect the world around them

in meaningful ways, the students felt empowered. As their

posters and sculptures were displayed in their community and

at theMuseum, they also received positive feedback about their

work. Visitors from the Museum and others who had heard

about their project visited their classroom. The students saw evi-

dence that their work interested and affected others positively.

Hanock explains, “People from the Museum and other

unfamiliar adults would come in to see what the kids were doing

and interact with them. These kids don’t typically have experi-

ences like that. They don’t have people in the community com-

ing in and taking an interest and congratulating them on coming

up with great ideas. It was a huge experience for them, and they

saw that their voices had power.”

The teachers participating in the Roundtable at the

Museum agree that the fact that their projects with theMuseum

culminate in student artwork that is exhibited at the Museum

is key to the efficacy of the projects for fostering rich teaching

and learning. The visibility of the projects helps students to

develop a sense of stewardship because they see the direct con-

nection between how they express what they’ve learned in their

artwork and the potential for that artwork to affect other peo-

ple and what those people think and do.



“Children today . . . can probablymake a difference. They can be the key
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to that door that all of the adults have been looking for—the key to peace.”
—REYNA ALFARO, James Monroe High School





Chapter 4: Implications
for Practice
Creating Relevancy



Natural history museums store and display a vast number of artifacts. Curators use these artifacts

to make scientific discoveries and to teach the public about natural history. When the curators at the

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County talk about their work, they describe the excitement

of the scientific process, of investigation, and of discovery. Each curator is engaged in meaningful

and extended interaction with the artifacts in theMuseum. As Luis Chiappe says, sitting in his office

among the Museum’s dinosaur artifacts, “you end up loving what you do—up here around this

incredible stuff—this is what life is about when you are a paleontologist.”

In entering a typical natural history museum exhibition, however, few visitors have the oppor-

tunity or inclination for such deep engagement with the artifacts. Visitors to the Natural History

Museum of Los Angeles County, for example, spend an average of less than three minutes in the

Museum’s most popular exhibition hall, featuring its dinosaur collection.

In implementing its new mission—“To inspire wonder, discovery, and responsibility for our

natural and cultural worlds”—theMuseum is working to change the visitor experience. It is attempt-

ing to offer visitors a window into the experience that curators and scientists have, one of deep

engagement with the artifacts and their significance to our intellectual, cultural, and physical lives.

CHAPTER 4: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
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At the heart of this effort is the Museum’s belief that if

you inspire visitors, they will look. They will seek understanding

while in the Museum and when they leave, and, if they are

actively looking, they are more likely to feel connected to the

Museum and remember their experience. “Having an emotional

experience, an experience of inspiration,” says Vanda Vitali,

“creates a link between the visitor and the Museum.” That con-

nection can be nurtured to engage visitors in new and more

meaningful ways, through authentic experiences of discovery

and the creation of personal narratives that are at the heart of

learning. The Museum invited Education and Arts Roundtable

participants to serve as a community “think tank” to help deter-

mine the most effective ways to realize these new goals. Over

the Roundtable’s years of partnership with the Museum, it has

illuminated lessons for theMuseum and the education and cura-

torial staffs at similar institutions. These lessons cluster along

three themes: 1) enhancing relevancy for museum content, 2)

supporting relevancy in teaching and learning through partner-

ship, and 3) strengthening connections between the Museum

and the communities it serves.

Enhancing Relevancy for
Museum Content: Inspiration, Wonder,
Discovery, and Learning
In their projects, Roundtable students have opportuni-

ties for deep, sustained engagement with exhibition content.

Their experiences with exhibitions stand in contrast to the aver-

age visitor’s short, sometimes cursory tours through the

Museum. The students prepare to engage the content of a par-

ticular exhibition before visiting the Museum. The Museum

shares information with their classroom teachers and teaching

artists and gives the teachers opportunities to work together to

develop expertise with thematerial, which they in turn share with

students. Students and teachers discuss the exhibitions together,

and even the youngest students, in first grade, develop questions

about the exhibitions and the “big ideas” that exhibition content

raises for them. These questions often elicit connections between

exhibition content, school subjects, and students’ own lives.

Students continue to explore the exhibition content in at least

one visit to theMuseum and then again back in their classrooms.

This continuum of engagement embodies the kind of

museum experiences through whichmuseum education research

finds students remember most—experiences in which there are

multiple visits, teachers link the visits to the school curriculum

with a variety of activities and group projects, and students are

able to make choices and draw connections between the

museum content and their own lives (Falk &Dierking, 2000a). For

the Museum, however, the benefit of having Roundtable stu-

dents engage with exhibitions in this way is not just that the par-

ticipating students are getting more out of their experiences at

the Museum. It is also that these students reflect back to the

Museum what and how they have learned from these experi-

ences and give the Museum feedback on the facets of Museum

content that most interest and inspire them—information that

the Museummight use to enhance the experiences of other vis-

itors and enact its newmission.Museum researcher C. G. Screven

(1993) finds that exhibitions stand a better chance of providing

meaningful experiences for visitors if museum planners have

access to information “on the knowledge, attitudes, expecta-

tions and misconceptions that visitors have about prospective

exhibit topics, objects and artists and on the kinds of questions

they might pose, their special interests, personal experiences,

beliefs and preferences” (p. 165). Roundtable members and stu-

dents through their projects and feedback provide just this kind

of rich information that the Museum can then use in designing

its educational programs and exhibits.
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Imagination and Inquiry

In their projects, Roundtable students identify what

inspires them about exhibition content and use this inspiration as

a spark for learning. They move fluidly from interest and inspira-

tion to wondering about “big questions” to working with teachers

and artists to develop projects that will allow the exploration of

ideas and discovery of new insights. The through line in this

sequence is the cultivation and use of the imagination. “Effective

learning occurs if you approach something from various perspec-

tives,” says Vitali. “Many roads exist to cognition. We have a hard

What makes creative endeavors in the arts

and sciences come about?

• Holding onto deep interests that lead to a sense of quest

(which, in turn, always leads to questions)

• Figuring out basic techniques of looking carefully and

taking apart your interests

• Trusting in incubation—giving ideas time to linger

• Hoping for accidents or the chance to come upon

something unexpected, previously unseen

(HEATH, PAUL-BOEHNCKE, & WOLF, 2007, p. 16)
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time understanding that through art we can learn about science.

What Elisa Callow and the Roundtable partners have brought to

us is the role of imagination in cognition.”

In their research on Creative Partnerships, England’s

arts-integrated education initiative, Heath, Paul-Boehncke, &

Wolf (2007) find that “the process by which creative ideas move

from initial spark to action, invention, or discovery for the arts

as well as the sciences turns out to be highly similar” (p. 16).

Indeed, the combination of imagination, wonder, and discovery

found in the Roundtable projects is one that would be familiar

not only to artists but also to most scientists. These capacities

are also key ingredients in the scientific process. “We don’t know

everything, that’s why we question and wonder,” says Chiappe.

“Knowing all the answers is boring and unimaginative,” he adds.

“Students need to be able to come up with an interesting, imag-

inative question.” Roundtable projects build on this dynamic

relationship between the creative processes in art and science.

As Callow explains, “In my work, I have observed a natural affin-

ity between artists and scientists in their exploratory and itera-

tive work process. They do not say, ‘I believe this is so because I

have been told so.’ Instead they question, observe, take things

apart, reanalyze. They start with conceptual sketches and con-

tinually refine.”

For Callow, therewere two additional reasons for artists’

participation, given the Museum’s goal to learn how to better

engage visitors. First, she hypothesizes, “Artists are more used

to working in community settings than scientists. And because

artists’ work is dependent upon honoring their inner voice, it was

natural for them to think about encouraging the visitor’s imagi-

nation and personal connection to experience.” Second, the arts

could help provide evidence of how and what kind of learning

was happening as a result of students’ experiences withMuseum

exhibitions. “The arts are concrete—you see, you touch, you

hear. They are sense based. I believed that responses to content,

special exhibitions or the permanent collection, could be made

visible through the arts and that seeing the evidence of learning

could be very important for the Museum.”

Museum as Learner

A challenge for the Museum in integrating this feed-

back is that Roundtable students often reflect back the value of

their experience at the Museum not strictly in terms of science

learning but in terms of the relevance of a particular exhibition’s

content to their lives. Projects, for example, frequently illuminate

the facets of students’ personal experience and communities

with which the exhibitions resonate and the “big questions” that

students formulate about the relationships of exhibition content

to broader social, political, and scientific concerns. In a Museum

where the responsibility of staff has traditionally been to convey

discrete bodies of information in natural history and science,

interpreting this kind of feedback is challenging.

SomeMuseum staff, for example, were originally unsure

what to make of the projects that Monroe High School students

created in response to The Mysterious Bog People. The curators

of the exhibition focused heavily on the forensic science related

to the artifacts and human remains on display. By contrast,

Monroe students were captivated by the untold stories of the

people “deposited” in the bogs, the circumstances that might

have led to their deaths, and the process of interpreting artifacts.

The students’ interests led them to investigate the personal,

political, and ethical issues surrounding judgment and stereo-

typing, which eventually led them to reflect on the status of their

own community in larger contexts and on the topic of modern-

day genocide.

Monroe’s Bog People projects demonstrate that learn-

ing, as researchers John Falk and Lynn Dierking (2000b) find,



“does not respect institutional boundaries.” Instead, “in a very

real sense, the knowledge and experience gained frommuseums

is incomplete; it requires enabling contexts to become whole.

More often than not, these enabling contexts occur outside the

museum walls weeks, months, and often years later. These sub-

sequent reinforcing events and experiences outside the museum

are as critical to learning frommuseums as are the events inside

the museum” (p. 142). In working with Roundtable partners to

understand visitor learning in a more contextualized sense, the

Museum is helping to break important new ground in museum

education and visitor studies.

Traditionally, museum education and exhibition eval-

uation has focused on visitor experience within the bounds of

the museum itself, using concrete measures such as head counts

and visitor surveys to assess exhibition outcomes. In its partner-

ship with the Roundtable, however, the Museum is learning

about the impact of exhibitions in multiple dimensions, over

time, and as it transcends the boundaries of the Museum itself.

Importantly, one of the clearest streams of feedback that the

Roundtable students are offering to the Museum has to do not

with what they have learned about natural history and science

fromMuseum exhibitions but what they have learned about how

and why natural history and science are important—important to

them personally and important to the world as they see it. It is

this type of feedback that seems to hold the most promise for the

Museum in figuring out how to create future exhibitions and edu-

cation programs that will effectively engage and inspire visitors.

The Roundtable has made clear the important contri-

butions that it has to offer the Museum, given the group’s

unique constellation of expertise: 1) their projects allow students

to engage theMuseum content in depth, over extended periods

of time; 2) the interdisciplinary frame for their projects allows

students to consider this content in multiple dimensions; 3) stu-

dents’ sustained, flexible engagement with Museum exhibitions

gives them an opportunity to identify what inspires them most

about theMuseum’s content and use it to catalyze new learning;

4) artistic media allow students to express and share their learn-

ing with others; and 5) the artistic process supports students in

drawing connections between the ideas that they are exploring

and their own lives.
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Relevancy in Teaching and Learning:
The Role of Authentic, Professional
Partnership
Developing Partnership

Effective partnerships, like those at the heart of the

Roundtable—between artists and classroom teachers, and

among schools, community organizations, and public institu-

tions—are “like a dance,” says Moffett Elementary School

teacher Lena Garcia. They require “people being flexible and rec-

ognizing you may have an agenda and a goal, but a school site,

for example, has its own culture, its own needs and limitations

and desires, and you have to be willing to explore how you fit

into that.” The Roundtable projects are shaped by considering

each partners “have-tos”—that is, the cultural and structural

dynamics of each partner’s organization, the needs of the orga-

nization’s constituencies, the resource possibility and con-

straints each brings to the table, the integrity of the mission of

each partner, and the integrity of the discipline or disciplines

each partner is committed to teaching. An effective partnership

requires constant collaboration and bridging of the needs and

goals of all involved. The common touch points for the Roundtable

partners are the desire to create opportunities for rich teaching

and learning and the concept and/or exhibition that they are

exploring with the Museum in each project.

Moffett principal JoAnn Isken says, “What’s different

about this relationship [with the Roundtable] is that this is really

being created by the partners, by the partners working together.

What ends up happening in the classroom is the product of every-

one bringing their expertise to the table.” The fact that the mem-

bers created the Roundtable and its projects collaboratively and

organically appealed to many of the educators involved in the

group. Cienega Elementary School teacher Annie Lefkowitz said,

for example, at one of the groups’ firstmeetings, “I am here for the

opportunity to be part of a process, to start from the beginning.”

Going into the Roundtable, Isken says, “I didn’t expect

this. I usually get, ‘Here’s the curriculum. Teach it before you get
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“Because theMuseum trusted us as educators and creators,
we had the license to develop projects that extended far
beyond the classroomwalls and theMuseum space. The
expertise landed on the students asMuseum visitors, asking
the questions and developing work that was linked to
Museum content.” —CATE SAMSON, Stella Middle Charter Academy
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to the museum.’ Or, the teaching artist co-constructs the expe-

rience only so far because there are some preset ideas about

what the kids ought to know. Or, kids should come to the

Museum and have the three classes, but the Roundtable is not

like that.” She adds, “I think there’s a real elegance in the sim-

plicity of the Roundtable. There are no predetermined ideas and

structures, which often make things far more complicated. In a

more structured model, you spend time on things like logistics

and scheduling rather than spending time thinking about the

real possibilities.”

The Roundtable at its core is an organic and symbiotic

set of interrelationships that benefit all of its participants. Key to

the success of the Roundtable for all involved, says Peter Harris,

the former director of programming at the HeArt Project, was the

Roundtable’s flexible design, the Museum’s willingness to adapt

to the strengths of the participating artists and educators, and

the Museum’s “straight talk” about its own goals for learning

from the work of the Roundtable. As Isken summarizes, “If we

don’t contribute as much as we get, then it’s not really a partner-

ship. That’s part of what I see to be the strength of this partner-

ship. By the very nature of it being organic, that happens. With

prescribed delivery and outcomes, it is difficult to contribute.”

An important measure of the success of the group, Isken says, is

that through this type of partnership and collaboration, all the

participants “walk away changed and thinking differently.”

Vitali describes this goal of the Roundtable as “mutual

resonance.” “What is really important,” she told participants, “is

to have you with us so that we can all benefit.”

Teacher and Artist Learning and Development

Many of the teachers and artists in the Roundtable

have found that participation in the group and its interdiscipli-

nary projects has changed their teaching practice in important

ways. Monroe teacher Kelly Hanock, for example, explains that,

“Because the challenges facing public education today often

seem overwhelming, insurmountable, and conducive to failure,

they can contribute to sterile, joyless learning environments at

the school site and to cynical competition rather than to pro-

ductive community for both students and their teachers.” The

Roundtable, she says, in contrast, “has allowed and inspired us,

the classroom teachers, to challenge the historical precedent—

the authoritarian, teacher-centered classroom—to develop pos-

itive, democratic learning environments and to change the face

of public education in Los Angeles.”

Garcia says similarly, “The feeling of the Roundtable is

different than what is happening in education right now—stan-

dards, a list of rules and protocols, and must-dos. With the

Roundtable—because it centers on partnership between an arts

organization, a school, and the Museum—nothing is defined as

a must-do; it’s about finding the interrelatedness of the three

and how each one can contribute to the other.” Looking back on

the Collapse? project and other projects that her students have

done with the Museum, Garcia says that one of the things that

has kept her interested in the Roundtable is “the idea that it’s

changing, that we’re not going to pull the same thing out of the

bag every year. We constantly have to challenge ourselves to

think creatively and integrate the concept. The state gives us a

curriculum that we have to teach, and it can be very stagnant,

and it helps to have creativity and a different lens on different

areas we are studying.” “The process” of the Roundtable, she

says, “feels creative—the allowance to find your way feels cre-

ative and collaborative.”

For Garcia, partnering in her classroom with an arts

organization has been a particularly important part of the Round-

table projects. Working with an arts organization, she explains,

“breathes fresh air into your room, into your practice. There is
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an inherent desire to reflect. And it may be just a small portion

of your day, but it can energize the other aspects of the curricu-

lum as well; it affects the rest of your day.” From these collabo-

rations, Garcia has learned “to trust the process and to sit back

and listen and watch, to learn what the kids already know and

see what becomes uncovered when they have an opportunity to

interact with material in a new way, in an integrated way.”

Other teachers in the Roundtable describe similarly

that the Roundtable projects help to “create a pulse in the class-

room” and to create a new andmore effective kind of “classroom

culture.” “Through the inspiration of the Museum and arts

organizations,” Stella Middle Charter Academy teacher Cate

Samson says, “the average curriculum is enhanced and becomes

amazing.” The work is so inspiring, says one teaching artist, that

it makes her “want to go back to all the things I thought I wasn’t

interested in and reconsider them.”

To create effective, interdisciplinary projects, the teach-

ers and artists in the Roundtable have learned that they must

teach together, in close collaboration. This kind of collaboration

helps to ensure that each of the integrated disciplines is taught

with integrity and that there is maximum possibility for students

to draw dynamic connections between the disciplines, the over-

arching themes and concepts that the projects address, and the

students’ own lives in and out of school. Part of this, explains

Garcia, is that the teachers “don’t just take a coffee break when

another artist comes in to teach. We have the genuine ability to

integrate what they are doing.”

As Hanock says, “The innovative collaboration between

theMuseum and the classroom has encouraged all of us to accept

the responsibility to change. The Roundtable has provided us an

original and dynamic context to nurture and honor learning,

teaching, and sharing. By including our students in the develop-

ment of Museum exhibitions, through the completion of service

learning projects (projects where students determine the prob-

lem, the appropriate research, and the actual implementation of

a solution), and by encouraging students to think artistically and

metaphorically in creating their displays, the Museum has pro-

moted a sense of community where students, parents, teachers,

and other caring members of our society collaborate with a

sense of mutual respect.”

Another aspect of the Roundtable that participants

find important is that Roundtable projects allow them to be learn-

ers as well as teachers. Participating educators learn from the

Museum, from their students, and from their other classroom

teacher and artist partners while working on interdisciplinary

projects. They also learn from each other through their collabora-

tion in Roundtablemeetings. Moffett teacher Patti Cruz explains,

“The professional discussions outside of our grade level or dis-

trict—getting to know what other learning communities are

working on and working towards—takes us out of our microcosm

“TheHeArt Project is not trying only tomake artists, but we
are tapping into the creative imagination of teenagers to engage
the issues of the world—Why do science and historymatter?
Why does art(making)matter?” —MARGIT EDWARDS, The HeArt Project
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and shows us the bigger things that are happening, and we then

get to expose our students to that.” Garcia, Cruz’s colleague at

Moffett, says similarly, “It’s rewarding to share with other pro-

fessionals what you have done and mesh what you are doing

with other partners. It helps for us to feel like professionals.”

Arts organization participants also identify organiza-

tional learning that has occurred as a result of participation in

the Roundtable. Harris, for example, says that, upon joining the

Roundtable, one of the HeArt Project’s internal goals was to

strengthen its advance planning and communication with its

teaching artists, who were working day-to-day with students in

20 different continuation high schools. Participating in the

Roundtable, he believes, helped to enhance the organization’s

“in-house dedication” to doing more advance preparation work.

The organization staff and teaching artists, for example, knew

that each project with the Museum would culminate in an

exhibition in the Inter/Act gallery and/or a performance at the

Museum. Knowing this from the outset of the project required

advance planning and strong communication between and

among HeArt Project staff, the Museum and other Roundtable

partners, and the different groups of students working on proj-

ects related to the Museum (generally between four and six

classrooms at different schools). Having this kind of structural

reference built into the work, Harris found, allowed the organi-

zation to become more limber and nimble “in moments of in-

evitable improvisation.” Such moments emerge not infrequently

at the HeArt Project as a result of changes in public education

policy, administrative concerns typical to nonprofit organiza-

tions, and in regard to events in students’ lives—personal

tragedies, such as the loss of a loved one; transitions in and out

of regular public schools or juvenile justice facilities; and the

effects of violence in the neighborhoods where they live.

Harris’s colleague, HeArt Project Director Cynthia

Campoy Brophy, adds that, to her, “What is exciting about the

Roundtable is that the Museum itself wants to partner.” The

HeArt Project, she says, partners with local cultural institutions

regularly, but the Roundtable partnership is notably different

from the others. “It is coming from a different place,” she says.

“It is more integrated into the Museum’s philosophy. It is not a

one-off; there is a potential for doing a project, evaluating it, and

doing it better. There is potential to grow and to make the work

stronger.”

Student Learning and Development

As a result of the Roundtable projects, the participat-

ing educators not only recognize important shifts in their own

practice and in the culture of their classrooms but also impor-

tant learning and development outcomes for their students.

Monroe teachers Hanock and Maura Draheim found, for exam-

ple, that the Bog People projects engaged their students deeply

and meaningfully in a way that they had not previously been

engaged in school. Hanock observed in particular that, in such

projects, when they as teachers are “able to relinquish estab-

lished authority to become guides rather than the expected

‘givers of knowledge,’ students relinquish previously accepted

complacency to participate in a dynamic process of inquiry and

idea.” They found that students gained confidence and control

and developed a new commitment to learning. Other members

of the Roundtable recognized similar developments among their

students as a result of their interdisciplinary projects with the

Museum. The teachers have found that as the projects changed

the paradigm of learning in the classroom, students often experi-

enced “aha”moments, made important connections on their own,

and developed ownership over and accountability for learning.

As happened during Monroe’s Bog People projects,

teachers working on other projects with theMuseum also noticed
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that their students were more engaged in school and exhibited

increased self-regulation in the classroom. Teachers participat-

ing in the Roundtable universally shared these observations

about the impact of theMuseum projects, regardless of whether

they were teaching elementary, middle, or high school students.

These observations were also shared by the educators working

in in-school, after-school, and nonprofit arts settings and res-

onatewith research linking arts-integrated education to improved

student engagement and attendance (Deasy, 2002).

At Monroe, the shifts in student engagement and learn-

ing translated into increased attendance, improved test scores,

and dramatically higher graduation rates for participating stu-

dents in comparison with their peers in other classrooms. All but

one of the participating students graduated, compared with

Monroe’s overall graduation rate, estimated at about 71.5%.1

Draheim and Hanock recognize the importance of their stu-

dents’ graduation statistic in a school that is in program improve-

ment status with the state due in large part to consistently low

graduation rates.

Draheim and Hanock are careful to note that their stu-

dents were not selected to participate in the Museum projects

because they were higher achieving or distinctive from their

peers in any particular way. At the beginning of the school year,

their class was similar to the average class at Monroe: 45% of the

students were English language learners, and 75% were eligible

for free and reduced-price lunch.

Hanock explains that in the course of the Bog People

projects, their students developed “an increasing belief that they

are capable of succeeding in and belong at four-year colleges

and universities. It changed their lives,” she says, “because most

of them had never considered going to college before. . . . There

were only five native English speakers; most of them hadn’t

passed the high school exit exam yet; hadn’t thought about col-

lege; their parents didn’t come to school events. There was very

little connection to school, but after completing this project, all

but one of them graduated on time, about 90% of them applied

to and were accepted to colleges, and their parents began to

attend school events regularly.”

Most importantly, though, Hanock says, “through their

participation in this Museum partnership, our students have

begun to recognize and understand that they are necessary

members of a civil society.” This shift occurred as students devel-

oped ownership over their learning and as they found that they

were able to make a positive impact on others.

When Monroe students completed door assemblages

for a Bog People project on stereotypes, the Museum exhibited

them in the Inter/Act gallery, the exhibition space designed to

showcase the work resulting from Roundtable projects. This

exhibition made their learning visible to an audience outside

themselves. It also gave the students an opportunity to make

publicly visible the contrast between the stereotypes they find

others often hold of their community and the experiences of the

real people behind those stereotypes.

The students’ stake in their exhibition was so high that

when it came time for their doors to be taken to theMuseum for

the exhibition, the students didn’t want to leave it to the
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Museum to pick them up at the school; they wanted to deliver

the doors themselves. On a weekend, a parent lent the class his

pickup truck, and together the students loaded the doors and

carefully took them all the way into the Inter/Act gallery.

When the exhibition opened, the Museum hosted a

reception for the students. While they were at the reception,

says Hanock, “there were elementary school students coming

through the exhibit. They recognized the kids’ faces who were

on the doors as students who were attending the reception, and

they began asking them questions. And that, the Monroe stu-

dents said, was one of the best experiences of the entire proj-

ect—talking about their work to people visiting the Museum.”

The Museum stenciled the names of the students who con-

tributed work to the exhibition on the wall of the Inter/Act

gallery. At the reception, students proudly posed for photos

pointing to their names on the wall.

Looking back on the Bog People project, Hanock says,

“It has a huge impact. More than anything I’ve ever done as a

teacher, and I’ve been teaching a long time. The kids need oppor-

tunities where they see why their learning matters, and this

gives it to them. The context they had, and opportunities they

had, to share their work in a public forum and have respect given

to them for something academic, and the fact that they were

forced to use the skills they were learning in class, were invalu-

able. They had to speak, they had to write, they had to use per-

suasive information, in history they had to do research, they had

to document. All of those things we generally ask them to do

completely out of context, they were now using for a purpose.



They saw many opportunities opening up for them. Everybody

who came talked to them about college, invited them places,

offered to write them letters of recommendation. It changed

how they saw themselves, and it changed how they saw where

they were going in the future.”

For the students the stakes of the project are also

raised in motivating ways by the relevancy of the work to their

own lives and communities. The Monroe students, for example,

drew explicit connections between their social studies and

English language arts curricula, the Museum exhibition content,

and their own lives. Research on arts-integrated teaching and

learning—in which art and other nonart disciplines are learned in

tandem—similarly finds that such projects support both student

academic and personal development (Catterall, 2002; Stevenson

& Deasy, 2005).

Connecting with Community
The goals and design of the Roundtable challenge a

number of assumptions generally held by museum professionals

about the role of the museum as an arbiter of cultural experience.

Museums, in general, feel enormous ownership of and responsi-

bility for the shaping and delivery of content. “Few museums,”

says researcher Richard Sandell (2003), “share decision-making

with individuals or groups outside of the organization or genuinely

empower audiences to influence their direction. Museum prac-

tices are traditionally rooted in a belief in the authority of the

museum professional as ‘expert’ that serves to constrain dialogue

between the museum and the communities it seeks to engage

with” (p. 52). By contrast, the Roundtable invites individuals and

groups outside the Museum into decision-making and other

processes often reserved as the domain of the museum expert.

Through these interactions, the Roundtable is helping theMuseum

build more effective relationships with the communities it is

attempting to serve—relationships in which each party informs

and enriches the other.

Locating Community

“A community,” says museum scholar Claudine Brown

(1992), “is any group of individuals who have the potential of

being members of an institution’s visiting public. . . . Once we

have identified groups with fairly easy access to our institution

who are not attendees, wemust concern ourselves with whether

our offerings are of interest to them and concurrently whether

they have reason to believe they would be welcome at our insti-

tutions” (p. 144). When the Museum started the Roundtable, it

was looking in particular to forge stronger relationships with

several specific communities in Los Angeles: high school-aged

youth and young adults and children and families often disen-

franchised from the city’s major cultural institutions because of

race, ethnicity, and/or socioeconomic background. Roundtable

members brought to the Museum existing relationships with

these communities that were of greater depth, consistency, and

nuance than is often possible for larger institutions like the

Museum to develop.

From the beginning, says Callow, all the participants in

the Roundtable “understood that one of their core competencies

could be to help theMuseum to raise the bar for itself in consid-

ering what it meant to involve community.” The collaborative

and organic design of the Roundtable helped to ensure that this

potential contribution was realized. It created an even ground

on whichMuseum staff and Roundtable participants could relate

to each other. In this dynamic the perspectives of Roundtable

members and their communities were as readily a part of the

conversation, work, and learning as were those of the Museum.

The arts-integrated projects that the Roundtable pro-

duced additionally helped to forge a feeling of community and

74
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connection among participants, which helped to set the tenor of

Roundtable activities as a whole. According to Kurt Wootton and

colleagues from Brown University (2003), a feeling of community

is fostered in arts-integrated projects because such projects

include: 1) purpose—they aim toward a tangible final product; 2)

audience—work takes on extra importance because it will be

shared with others; 3) creation—the opportunity to bring some-

thing new and original into the world; 4) collaboration—there is

an opportunity for a diverse group of students, artists, teachers,

and, in the case of Roundtable projects, Museum staff, to work

together; and 5) visibility—participants and their work are made

visible through performances and exhibitions.

This last quality, visibility, is particularly important in

Roundtable projects, not only for fostering a sense of commu-

nity among participants but also for helping participating stu-

dents develop a feeling of connection to and ownership of the

Museum. Roundtable projects culminate in performances and

exhibits that make student learning visible to peers and teach-

ers in the classroom. Additional benefits are accrued when this

work is displayed in the Museum’s Inter/Act gallery. Inter/Act

makes the work visible to wider, public audiences. Perhaps even

more important, Roundtable members recognize, displaying stu-

dent work in Inter/Act changes the relationship that students

have with the Museum because not only is student work made

visible in the Museum but students come to feel visible to the

Museum. As their work was welcomed into the space, they



became not only recipients of what theMuseummight offer but

also contributors to the institution. “Coming to a natural history

museum that is allowing students to participate rather than just

look,” Hanock explains, “is a good lesson in itself, and the fact

that students realize that the adults there are looking to them to

see how they learn so they can change what they do is also a

good lesson for them.”

Inter/Act

Learning from the Roundtable the value of a two-way

relationship between the Museum and its visitors, the Museum

experimented with how it could use the Inter/Act gallery space

to engage the general visitor in experiences with a similar qual-

ity. Located at the end of the Museum’s main temporary exhi-

bition hall, Inter/Act was well situated to act as a decompression

chamber, giving visitors an opportunity to reflect on the exhi-

bition they had just experienced. The Museum realized that the

Roundtable projects exhibited in this space could help model

processes of reflecting on and connecting with the exhibitions.

Building on these models, theMuseum offered opportunities for

visitors themselves to interact with the space—to reflect upon

and record their feelings about an exhibition and share their

responses with others. Visitors were asked, for example, to add

their own written or artful responses to Inter/Act—including

poems, sketches, stories, or comments—that would extend the

conversation about the exhibition’s impact for visitors. Visitors

were prompted, “Tell us what you thought,” and asked, “What

will you remember?”

By simultaneously capturing reactions ranging from

the very deep (from Roundtable participants) to the casual (from

visitors), Inter/Act became a repository for experience. This

storehouse would enable theMuseum to explore two important

questions surrounding its relevance: “Where has learning occurred

through the experience with an exhibition?” and “What are the
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circumstances for the deepest experiences leading to learning?”

Volunteer and paid interpreters who had curiosity about learning

and memorable museum experience and wanted to be experts

in museum education were invited to experiment around the

idea that interpretation in Inter/Act could be different from the

kind of content-driven interpretation happening elsewhere in

theMuseum. In Inter/Act, docents and interpreters were invited

to engage visitors in a conversation that elicited their personal

opinions and feelings and supported their experience above the

Museum’s intended message.

The docents who participated said that this new kind of

interpretation was “more intimate” and “more risky.” One said,

“When you work as a tour docent, you have a designated group,

you meet them, and you know pretty much what is going to hap-

pen. In Inter/Act you don’t knowwhat [visitors] will say when you

ask them how they liked it. It takes more courage andmore guts.”

An important outcome for the Museum of its experimentation

with Inter/Act is that docents said that through their interactions

with visitors in the space, they becamemore connected with vis-

itors and with what visitors want from a Museum experience. “I

had no idea about the guests who come here,” said one docent.

“You have teachers, archaeologists, paleontologist, families from

all walks of life. You had students fromMonroe High School and

their parents come in, and they were so very proud. You had

workers from that school say, ‘that’s my school!’ It enriched my

learning to observe the numbers and kinds of people who come

here . . . you never know who you are talking to.” It brought home

the fact that “without visitors we wouldn’t have a museum.”

In addition to responding to the Museum’s exhibition,

visitors left their reactions to the Roundtable exhibitions and to

other visitors’ responses as well. When responding to one

another, visitors’ dialogues could endure for weeks. Visitors often

explained why they felt the way they did, told their personal sto-

ries, and left their names and occasionally their e-mail addresses.

One docent working in Inter/Act reported, “Everybody who wrote

wanted their writings posted. They wanted others to witness

what they were feeling. I think it clarified things, to think about

what you just experienced and what you will remember.” One vis-

itor appreciated the opportunity to interact and contribute, say-

ing, “I’ve never been able to do this before.”

Through visitors’ participation in Inter/Act, the Museum

witnessed the willingness and ability of visitors to engage with one

another around substantive questions. While some responses were

cursory—“Amanda age 15 – Rock 4 evr”—the vast majority of the

responses and dialogues “demonstrated that visitors were striving

to contribute to a serious conversation that moved beyond criticism

and into the realm of improving society,” says Emiko Ono, the

Roundtable’s first manager. Inter/Act, she adds, “served as a vehi-

cle by which the partners’ and visitors’ voices could be heard, help-

ing to create a more vital, participatory museum experience.”

Interplay

The Roundtable has made visible possibilities for creat-

ing interplay between the Museum visitor and museum content.

It has also demonstrated the value of active partnership with

Museum constituents—partnership structured to allow for the

interplay of ideas and action and directed toward mutual benefit.

Campoy Brophy summarizes the Roundtable’s central lessons this

way: “You get to be part of being the change agent. . . . TheMuseum

is moving to a place where the museum exhibition is a dialogue.

It is trying to shift from static object to change. Through the

Roundtable, the partners and students are a part of this dialogue.”

1 Monroe’s graduation rate is difficult to calculate because of the school’s 40%
student transience rate.



“My students feel a part of something bigger. . . .They feel they
have contributed to a greater cause and feel acknowledged and
appreciated. Their funds of knowledge are being tapped into and
are assets to them. This feeling of comfort has occurred because
people are invested in them andwant to see them succeed,
connect, and understand.” —LUISA BARBA, Moffett Elementary School





Chapter 5: The
Day-to-Day
Strategic Decisions

and
Program Practices



How might practitioners—seeking to create or sustain a partnership like the Education and Arts

Roundtable at the Natural HistoryMuseum of Los Angeles County—arrange processes and resources

to encourage a high degree of creativity and flexibility yet guarantee the level of engagement, pro-

duction, and accountability necessary for a healthy partnership, sequential education program, and

public exhibition space?

This chapter describes the strategic decisions and practices that gave shape to the Roundtable.

There are three things to keep in mind about its formation. First, the Roundtable was a highly exper-

imental initiative. For every practice described here there are several more that were attempted and

abandoned. Second, although the Museum is a large institution with an enviable set of resources, it

executed the practices and projects described in this report with lean staff involvement. One full-time

employee, with support from the Vice President of Education and an external consultant, managed

the Roundtable with the assistance of a handful of other Museum staff. Third, rather than attempt-

ing to provide a recipe for creating a Roundtable-like project, this chapter describes the tactical

decisions that Museum staff made in developing the Roundtable with its participants and how the

group’s particular working processes and practices grew out of these decisions. We hope that insights

into these tactical decisions will be useful for others building partnerships as a mechanism for orga-

nizational and educational change in a range of institutional and community contexts.

CHAPTER 5: THE DAY-TO-DAY
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Partner Selection

Unlike many museum education programs, participa-

tion in the Roundtable was extended by invitation only. The

Museum selected small and midsize arts organizations, known

for their student-centered practices and focus on quality, to be

participants in the Roundtable. The Museum then asked each

selected arts organization to identify one or two schoolteachers

who similarly shared these values, and these individuals were

invited to join the Roundtable as well. This selection process

ensured that the group was guided by a set of values that the

Museum aimed to pursue. Also, by selecting participants who

were known for the quality of their work, the Museum was able

to confidently engage Roundtable members in work that would

normally be done by a museum education division in isolation

from its partners. For instance, Roundtable participants were

almost immediately asked to develop work plans and projects

with only a small degree of guidance from the Museum.

Meeting Logistics

Roundtable meetings were held on Saturday mornings

approximately every twomonths, which was as often as the group

could consistently afford to come together to learn and share new

information, as well as how often the group needed to come

together to stay connected to the Museum and each other. The

Museum sent participants detailed invitations to all meetings and

reminders as the meetings approached. RSVPs were collected so

that if a critical number of partners were unable to attend a meet-

ing, it could be rescheduled. Museum staff arrived early to meet-

ings, circulated during breaks, and were always present during

and after all meetings. Food, paid for by the Museum, was a part

of every meeting, and an effort was made to provide fresh, qual-

ity food. Whenever possible, meetings were punctuated by non-

working breaks and meals where partners could connect with one

another personally. The time and care the Museum dedicated to

the details of meetings showed Roundtable members that they

were valued and enabled them to more fully focus on themselves

and one another rather than paying attention to logistics.

Meeting Locations. Especially as the Roundtable was

beginning to take shape, the Museum asked members to host

meetings at their own sites. TheMuseumwould handle the invi-

tations, food, and logistics related to these meetings, and the

host partner would facilitate the majority of the meeting, creat-

ing an opportunity for partners to understand one another’s

work and operating environments muchmore deeply than if they

had met only at the Museum. As a result, the Roundtable knew

what skills, resources, and approaches eachmember would bring

to a project, which increased the ability to formmutually aligned

projects quickly. “Off-site” meetings also encouraged members

to observe one another’s programs and led to learning from one

another’s practices and collaborations that extended beyond

their projects with the Museum.

Honoraria. TheMuseum paid non-Museum Roundtable

members an honorarium to attend meetings; each participant

received the same honorarium ($200) no matter the position

(artist, educator, or principal), role in the meeting (host or par-

ticipant), or length of the meeting. The amount was enough so

that those who participated felt their time was honored but not

so much that Roundtable members who were not engaged in the

process would give up the majority of a Saturday to collect the

stipend. Honoraria were paid directly to the individuals who

attended meetings (much as the Museum would pay a contrac-

tor), because the meetings were held outside of normal work

hours and, even though their organizations benefited from the

Roundtable, Roundtable members were asked to give their per-

sonal expertise to the group. The only exception was that three

executive-level Roundtable members opted out of the honoraria
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because they felt their participation in the Roundtable could not

be separated from their leadership role at their organizations.

Meeting Content. Roundtable meetingsmoved between

a number of different functions: professional development, idea

generation, and project initiation. Detailed notes from previous

Roundtable conversations were used to build the subsequent

work of the group. For example, when participants expressed a

desire to know if what their students were creating was related

to new learning or an expression of prior knowledge, theMuseum

invited Steve Seidel, Ed.D., then Director of Harvard’s Project

Zero and the Arts in Education Program at the Harvard Graduate

School of Education, to both model and speak to the Roundtable

about Rounds for Teachers, a monthly collaborative assessment

discussion group based on principles from hospital medical

rounds.1 The structured protocol Seidel offers through Rounds

encourages reflection and elicits insights about students and

teaching practices. Although the Roundtable did not institute

the Rounds for Teachers practice as a group, the meeting with

Seidel sparked conversations among the group about reflection,

documentation, and tracking student learning and led to a sub-

sequent Roundtable meeting in which Mary Jo Thompson, the

lead author of the ARTFUL Teaching and Learning handbook

(Thompson, Barniskis, & Aronson, 2005), provided partners with

specific tools for learning from student work. While theMuseum

intermittently brought in experts to deepen the thinking and

professional development functions of the Roundtable in ses-

sions like these—what one partner called a “spa for the mind”—

partners were given equal time to think, learn, and work

together so that they were continually motivated and rewarded,

intellectually and practically, for being a part of the collective.

Project Stipends

TheMuseum allocated Roundtable members a stipend

of $1,500 for each of the projects they undertook. Stipends were

directed to the lead partner on each Roundtable project, and all

projects were allocated the same amount, no matter the number

of students involved or the scale and ambition of the project.

Roundtable members managed how the stipends were used and

how the Museum would make payments (directly to teaching

artists, to reimburse partners for supplies, or to pay other col-

laborating partners). Occasionally, Roundtable members supple-

mented their stipends with grants from other agencies, for

example, Fedco and theMetropolitanWater District of Southern

California. More often, they stretched the allocation by finding

speakers who would visit their classrooms without charge and

securing substitute teachers, bus transportation, and funds for

field trips (other than to the Museum) from other sources, such

as their school’s Title I or Gear Up funds.

Inter/Act Exhibitions

Projects exhibited in Inter/Act were allocated a small

additional stipend for the time, energy, and materials it took to

ready student work for display. In addition to providing the

stipend, the Museumworked closely with Roundtable members

to select and sequence the student work, create explanatory

labels, and install the exhibition. The older the students, the

more leadership they took over this process. Most Inter/Act

exhibitions involving high school students were completely envi-

sioned and produced by the students. All Roundtable members

were provided with the measurements of the Inter/Act gallery

so they could create work specifically for the space if they

desired and were invited to drop off student work at theMuseum

or arrange to have it picked up byMuseum staff. In several cases,

teachers worked alongside staff to install the exhibitions over

the span of a weekend or a long evening.



Project Resources

Partners developed their projects over a span of time

and at locations that were physically distant from the Museum.

Materials and resources that would sustain the interaction

between students and exhibitions were critical to the projects.

Partners often identified the resources they needed, such as

transportation to and from the Museum; lunches for students

when visiting theMuseum; catalogues, photographs, and explana-

tory information about exhibitions; lists of exhibition-related

books andWeb sites; classroom talks by curators; opening recep-

tions for Inter/Act exhibitions for students and their families;

and free Museum admission for all Roundtable members, stu-

dents, and students’ families. What theMuseum gave one mem-

ber, it made available to the entire Roundtable.

Documentation

Roundtable members documented their projects to

enrich their own professional practices, to evaluate the impact

of the Roundtable for their constituents, and to enhance the

Inter/Act exhibitions. Documentation included collecting stu-

dent work, capturing students’ and educators’ observations and

reflections on projects, and video and photography of students’

activities. To assist with the development of consistent and use-

ful documentation, Roundtable members worked with Museum

staff and outside researcher Lauren Stevenson to develop a writ-

ten protocol for capturing stories of learning. From time to time,

Museum staff would also interview Roundtable participants to

collect additional information about their processes and out-

comes. TheMuseum hired a photographer who documented the

students’ work at visually rich points in their projects. The

insights produced through these documentation efforts helped

Roundtable members strengthen their projects while in process

and share ideas and cross-pollinate projects more easily. They
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also helped the Roundtable projects grow more sophisticated

and have greater impact from year to year. One partner reported

that the documentation processes modeled and supported by

theMuseum changed her organization’s protocol for evaluation

and documentation, making these processes a regular, required

part of the organization’s work. Roundtable members have used

the resulting documentation to articulate the outcomes of their

projects and to educate their colleagues, parents, and funders

about the value of the Roundtable.

and often stayed with them throughout their visit. The

Museum’s program manager carefully selected Museum inter-

preters (gallery teachers) who would be a good fit for each stu-

dent group and used the same interpreters repeatedly so that

students could build a relationship with these people as well. As

students became familiar with the staff and the Museum, they

cared more about the success of the project and developed a

sense of ownership of the Museum, reflected, for example, in

students’ comments that they were excited to visit “mymuseum.”

Staff also made a point to attend special events, such

as open house and parent nights and other events involving part-

ners’ communities. The presence of staff at many types of events

and places showed the students, parents, partners, and partners’

colleagues and organizations that the Museum was a stable

entity that was sincerely invested in the success of its partners

and their students.

Strategic Collaborations

In addition to the work of the Roundtable, partners were

Museum as Partner

Museum staff endeavored to be involved in students’

learning as an active partner, rather than as an observer. To this

end, staff visited partner sites when students were working on

projects and tried to visit classes several times over the course

of a project. When appropriate, staff interacted with students

and participated in the creative or learning process, leading to

staff and students getting to know each other on a one-to-one

basis. When students visited theMuseum, the staff they had pre-

viously met in their classrooms welcomed them to the Museum
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intermittently invited to act as advisors to the Museum and to

enrich theMuseum’s activities. For example, in anticipation of

theMysterious Bog People exhibition, the Museum’s Manager of

Training and Evaluation asked Lisa Cain-Chang, Program Direc-

tor of the Child Educational Center and Roundtable member, to

help prepare Museum staff to appropriately and sensitively talk

with families and young children about the topic of death. To

enrich theMuseum’s activities, Roundtable members were com-

missioned to produce programs and performances for museum

visitors. For example, the Museum invited Kim Abeles, a visual

artist and early Roundtable member, to create and facilitate an

artful learning activity exploring the Collapse? exhibition for one

of theMuseum’s monthly Family Fun Day events. Abeles crafted

a collage activity in which visitors selected and artistically trans-

lated “lesser-known” leaders from modern society (such as

Shirley Chisholm and Aung San Suu Kyi), which prompted visitors

to explore their selections and contemplate what makes a leader.

When L.A. Theatre Works was preparing the play The

Great Tennessee Monkey Trial for a national tour in 2007, the

Museum invited the organization to perform an abridged version

of the play for visitors during the Museum’s “Evolution Month.”

Following the performances, Museum curators participated in a

panel discussion about the play—which chronicles the Scopes

trial between creationists and evolutionists in 1925—and its rela-

tionship to the contemporary debate about intelligent design

versus evolution. Opportune partnerships between theMuseum

and Roundtable organizations, such as these, advanced the vis-

ibility and reach of Roundtable organizations and benefited the

Museum by providing visitors with additional programs and

ways to gain insight into the Museum’s content.

Configurations of Project Partnerships

The Museum did not establish rules or constraints

around the configuration of partnerships for Roundtable projects,

but, in general, projects involved two Roundtable members—

one educator and one arts organization. In some cases, two

Roundtable members would come together and ask a third mem-

ber to supplement their project with a specific contribution, for
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example, a movement workshop or exploration of an audio play

that illuminated a certain concept for students. In other cases,

two partner teachers might work closely with one another and

draw upon the resources of their community for collaborations.

At one time or another, every Roundtable member led at least

one project. As members grew more familiar with the goals of

the Roundtable, it was not unusual for them to seek and secure

teaching artists and other resources that were not part of the

Roundtable. In fact, Roundtable members frequently connected

one another to potential ideas, resources, and experts, includ-

ing nonprofit organizations, making the Roundtable its own best

resource through its connectivity.

Saying “Yes”More Than “No”

Because the Museum had little prior experience work-

ing with strategic partnerships, arts organizations, and the range

of students that the Roundtable members knewwell, staff metic-

ulously noted the requests and desires of Roundtable members.

The staff made every effort to respond to all member needs, even

if the idea was not fully formed, as in the case of the suggestion

for student-created exhibitions, which was the spark that led to

the designation of the permanent Inter/Act space. Although the

staff knew that some Roundtable requests exceeded the abilities

of theMuseum, the staff almost always said “yes” to the partners

and simply figured out how to make the request possible after

the fact. Staff was deeply committed to meeting Roundtable

members’ requests, because they knew more about what dis-

tanced students from the Museum than staff did.

ApproachingMuseum Content Conceptually

One of the key differences between the Museum’s

approach to the Roundtable and its other programs involving

teachers and students is that Roundtable members were encour-

aged to access and work with Museum content at a conceptual

level. Typically, a museum educator sifts and narrows exhibition

content for a broadly defined group of teachers, and the teachers

have to adjust themselves to the resulting study materials. With

the Roundtable, the Museum moved beyond this norm and

brought in curators and exhibition designers who perceive exhi-

bitions at many levels to have a discussion with Roundtable

members. From there, Roundtable members shared with the

Museum what concepts would resonate with their students’

interests and experiences and the intersections with the content

they aimed to cover as teachers. Members were entrusted to

take the “Museum’s content” and adapt and interpret it in order

to make the content of greatest significance to their students.

Growing and Sustaining the Roundtable

Approximately ten months into the development of the

Roundtable it became apparent that arts organizations with at

least three full-time staff members, as well as classroom teachers

who were used to working somewhat autonomously, were most

able to give, take, and sustain involvement in the Roundtable. As

participation from smaller arts organizations began to wane, the

Roundtable and the Museum began discussing how to replenish

and grow the group. At first, the Museumworked to maintain the

size of the Roundtable by identifying and inviting additional like-

minded teachers to participate. (Participation from midsize arts

organizations remained consistent because multiple staff were

involved with the Roundtable, and these individuals could be

seamlessly integrated into the Roundtable as their roles changed.)

However, it quickly became apparent that a consistent group that

had accumulated a similar and sophisticated level of understand-

ing about the Roundtable was necessary for the effectiveness of

the partnership.

The Museum then changed course to both grow the
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Roundtable and create support structures for its partner teach-

ers through a single strategy: by extending the impact of the

Roundtable by deepening its partnerships with existing schools.

This idea came out of conversations with Roundtable teachers

who indicated they were participating in the Roundtable and

implementing projects with little to no support from their fellow

teachers and administrators. Roundtable teachers welcomed the

opportunity to bring colleagues into the group and identified

teachers at their own schools that the Museum then invited to

participate. By increasing participation at its Roundtable schools,

the Museum aimed to create small teams that would operate as

learning communities, relieving teachers of the feeling that they

were working in isolation. At the same time, the Museum began

discussions with its Roundtable teachers and administrators to

find ways it could help develop supportive school administra-

tors, with the goals of: 1) creating support for teachers and the

Roundtable, 2) communicating the outcomes and impact of the

Roundtable, and 3) creating multiple connections between

partner schools and the Museum.

Conclusion

Mary EllenMunley, in her essay “Is ThereMethod in Our

Madness?” (1999), comments that “our work as museum educa-

tors is predicated on our beliefs about our audiences and our

beliefs about human learning and capacity for understanding” (p.

244). TheMuseum’s beliefs about its audiences, the Roundtable,

and human capacity for learning were deeply rooted in a construc-

tivist theory of education, where teaching means connecting

information to meaning and experience, and the objective of

learning is for individuals to construct their ownmeaning rather

than to recall the “right” answers. Out of this guiding principle

came every other decision, such as establishing a culture of care

that was highly responsive to both Roundtable and partners’

circumstances, which allowed Roundtable members and their

students to be fully involved in their own learning. The decisions

and practices made by theMuseum showed Roundtable members

that they possessed the capacity to lead and allowed them to

determine their own paths to learning.

1 www.uknow.gse.harvard.edu/teaching/TC103-607.html
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“TheMuseum seems closer to the students—something reachable.
The same is true forme and forMoffett. TheMuseum has become
a commonword inmy conversations. I think these changes have
occurred because our students are active participants in creating
one of theMuseum’s exhibits.” —MARGARITA FERNANDEZ, Moffett Elementary School





Chapter 6: Extending
Impact



Context: Museums and Change

Today, many museums are contending with pressure to shift their focus and resources from collect-

ing and conducting research to presenting and engaging public audiences. As museum scholar Gail

Anderson (2004) states: “The last century of self-examination—reinventing the museum—symbol-

izes the general movement of dismantling the museum as an ivory tower of exclusivity and toward

the construction of a more socially responsive cultural institution in service to the public. . . . At the

heart of the reinvention of the museum is the desire by museum professionals to position the

museum to be relevant and to provide the most good in society” (p. 1). The Education and Arts

Roundtable at the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County serves as one vibrant, real exam-

ple of a museummoving its conceptual and resource needle toward public engagement. This chap-

ter considers the implications of this effort—particularly during what Vice President for Education

Carl Selkin describes in his afterword as the “heady” early days of the Roundtable’s development—

for the broader field of museum studies and practice. It teases out the emergent concrete lessons

the Museum learned about resources (money, time, and real estate), about balancing scholarship

with participation, and, perhaps most importantly, about what it means for a large organization to

consider an idea seriously enough to create lasting institutional-level change.

CHAPTER 6: EXTENDING IMPACT
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Challenges from Three Directions

Most museums, while acknowledging the need to shift

resources toward public-facing activities, are struggling to actu-

alize this shift. Internal and external pressures are ratcheting up

as competing priorities and an increasingly strident concern for

a return on the public’s investment trump the historic legacy

rationale for museum support. Museum researcher Graham

Black (2005) describes these pressures as originating from three

directions: “from above (governing and funding bodies), from

below (museum audiences) and from within the profession

itself” (p. 1).

Pressures on Museums from
Three Directions1

Pressures exerted “from above” by governing and

funding bodies:

• Strategic goals demanded in return for public subsidy.

• Demands for improvement in the quality and value of

public service provision.

• Requirements to enhance access and diversify and

build audiences that reflect themakeup ofmuseum

communities.

Pressures exerted “from below” by audiences:

• Competition for leisure time of traditional audiences.

• High-quality requirements demanded by new audiences

from other information sources.

• Increasing demands from previously excluded audiences

whowant a say in how themuseum ismanaged and

presented.

Pressures exerted “from sideways” within

the profession:

• Demands to address not one audience but plural

audiences seeking different experiences from the

same product.

• Competition tomeet needs of visitors by deploying the

most appropriate approaches.

• Desire to address the idea that heritage has a role in

enhancing peoples’ lives and the public good.
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As the Roundtable project pushed against traditional

ideas of a Museum’s core work, it responded quite naturally2 to

challenges coming from each of Black’s three sources. The

following examples of such challenges and the Roundtable’s

responses to them hold learning that may be useful to other

museum staff and leaders.

Pressures from Above—Governing and
Funding Bodies
Challenge

Requirements to enhance access and diversify and build

audiences that reflect the makeup of museum communities.

Traditional practice

The visitor experience is narrowly conceived. The mu-

seum focuses on school-based field trips for the many, deeper

experiences for scholars, and measures its success based on

large numbers “served.”

Roundtable response

Community arts organization members of the Round-

table act as a strategic platform for theMuseum to connect with

neighborhoods consistently and deeply. Their work is not

episodic; rather, it is ongoing and responsive and therefore rivals

anything that most large museums could aspire to.3

By investing in an experimental approach involving a

small group of deeply engaged participants—the Roundtable—

Museum leadership is supporting more intense and embedded

forms of assessment and evaluation that raise the bar for what

is considered truly excellent and provide guidance and insight

into its general education mission.

The Roundtable was created along the parameters of a

“think tank,” compensating its participants for their time and

committing itself to listening to their ideas and concerns as

education professionals. In doing so, the Museum expresses a

different level of respect for the value of community contribu-

tions. The teachers, artists, and Museum leadership evidence

understanding that they are engaged in moving beyond their

individual roles and contexts to make a collective impact on the

Museum, the participating schools and community organizations,

and their own professional activities. They are generating the pos-

sibility for change and transformation in each of these contexts.

Pressures from Below—Audiences
Challenge

High-quality requirements demanded by new audiences

from other information sources.

Increasing demands from previously excluded audiences

who want a say in how the museum is managed and presented.

Traditional practice

Museums spend enormous resources on producing

content but cannot provide evidence that learning occurs as a

result of exhibitions and education programs. They emphasize

output over input and cannot prove impact beyond participation

numbers.

Roundtable response

The Roundtable provides an ever-deepening loop of

reflection, documentation, and evaluation through a number of

integrated processes:
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Traditional practice

Themuseum is the expert. Education staff work focuses

on the development of didactic and largely verbal explanatory

materials designed to bridge the depth of content understand-

ing of curatorial staff with the public’s limited experience.

Roundtable response

The Museum allows itself to become a learner. Its role

as facilitator is complemented by unusually curious and open-

minded staff members who consider the Roundtable projects a

unique laboratory for teaching and learning. In particular, the

midsize arts organizations, conversant in collaborative program

development, provide instructive lessons in equity and shared

leadership.

The Roundtable members represent a wide range of

organizational types (visual arts, theater, dance, and literary

organizations and public, charter, and continuation schools), thus

extending the awareness of potential resources and relationships

well beyond the normal circumstance for connections. The

Museum is not the broker of partnerships; rather, it functions as

a facilitator, allowing a number of rich and independently devel-

oped relationships to emerge.

• Inter/Act—an exhibition space designed to hold

Roundtable partner projects and to act as a forum

forMuseum visitor reactions.

• Regular Roundtablemeetings, where discussions about

pedagogy and strategies take precedence over tactical

concerns.

• InterPlay (designed, but not yet fully implemented)—

aWeb-based holding space for Roundtable projects,

lesson plans, and online conversations.
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Pressures from Sideways—
Within the Profession
Challenge

Demands to address not one audience but plural audi-

ences seeking different experiences from the same product.

Competition to meet the needs of visitors by deploying

the most appropriate approaches.

Desire to address the idea that heritage has a role in

enhancing people’s lives and the public good.

Traditional practice

The museum determines how and when the public par-

ticipates.

Roundtable response

The Roundtable partners are empowered to determine

how they develop relationships with Museum content. They

receive a stipend that allows them to fund extensive, semester-

long explorations of exhibition content, and they determine and

often independently find program resources (including con-

tracted artists, payment for other organization expertise, and

documentation costs).

The Museum’s content and the unfolding explorations

act as an impetus to wide-ranging and discursive conversations

between Museum staff and Roundtable members that lead to

inclusive rather than prescriptive planning. The Roundtablemeet-

ings evidence a distinctly collaborative, noncompetitive culture.

Traditional practice

Education resides in one division.

Roundtable response

Curators from the Research and Collections Division

support content understanding through school visits, making

themselves available for Roundtable partner tours, and acting as

experts and fact-checkers during project development. Public

Programs staff provide ongoing design and technical support.

The Roundtable work culminates in a public viewing in a dedi-

cated space whose implementation is a project of theMuseum’s

Public Programs and Education Divisions.

Institutionalizing Innovation

After the first year, the focus of the work shifted from

building a project to considering the possibility of its institution-

alization within the Museum. The Roundtable faced both

predictable and unique challenges in the earlier stage of imple-

mentation. As a living, breathing example of the new mission’s

focus, one that had not been embraced by the entirety of the

Museum staff, opinions about the Roundtable’s value were as

divergent as those about the Museum’s new direction.

The level of institutional change required for a museum

shifting its mission can be breathtaking in the scope, depth, and

energy required for execution. Wholesale institutional change is

often slow enough as to seem invisible or so quick as to leave

observers with a sense of loss, as there is a perception that the

cup has been emptied before being filled. When this change

involves “attempts to work effectively with communities, sup-

porting diverse identities and satisfying multiple needs and

expectations,” institutional change can be particularly daunting,

says museum scholar Sheila Watson (2007, p. 19). “The fact that

such issues are debated so fiercely,” she finds, “suggests that

solutions are difficult and rarely uncontested” (p. 19). Indeed,

when the Roundtable first began at the Museum, it became a

proxy for a polarizing debate not uncommon in the museum

field, a debate that Lang (2006) characterizes as about “elitism

versus popularization or ‘dumbing down’” (p. 30). Among the



Museum’s staff members, the debate hinged on the relative

value of research versus the engagement of the public with the

Museum. This debate put questions about how to institutional-

ize learning from the Roundtable and its projects squarely

amidst larger conversations about the allocation of and priori-

ties for Museum resources.

Roundtable advocates faced another challenge in

attempting to leverage the innovation of the project for broader

institutional change within the Museum. At its inception, the

Roundtable was peripheral to the concerns of the Museum’s

institutional-level planning processes. Superficially, the Round-

table appeared to many as a small-budget enterprise, directly

affecting an even smaller group of individuals, whose impact on

theMuseum as a whole was questionable. Museum staff distant

from the Roundtable wondered: Does this program really mat-

ter, and, if so, how and to whom? The overwhelming evidence

was that through the Roundtable projects the Museum experi-

ence became something of deep value for Roundtable partners

(teachers, educators, students, artists, poets, the culture of a

school at large, and community art centers). However, the further

away a Museum staff member was from the actual experience,

the more difficult it was to inject sufficient commitment and

ongoing will to keep the program vital. Although the programwas

growing fast, its roots in the institution remained shallow.

To address this concern, during the second year of the

project, MuseumDirector Jane Pisano asked consultant Elisa Callow

to propose a process of institutionalizing the lessons emerging

from the Roundtable. Her report (Callow, 2007) detailed the com-

plexity of the tasks and the number of integrated moving parts

required for the Roundtable to help transform not only the Public

Programs and Education Divisions but theMuseum as a whole. For

programs such as the Roundtable to move beyond boutique proj-

ect status, Callow found, theMuseum needed to work consciously

and continuously on three related areas: 1) committing to a suffi-

cient and ongoing budget, 2) allowing enough planning time to

support staff as the program grew—to be flexible to the emerging

conceptual design so that the program could maintain its strength,

and 3) embracing both internal and external conversations among

its communities and staff and being prepared to address questions

that surfaced about the implications of experimental (and at times

controversial) work for the Museum: How has this external work

animated the meaning of the Museum’s core collections and exhi-

bitions? How did this project affect cross-divisional work? What

are we learning from external partners?

A visual map from Callow’s report outlines a contin-

uum of steps that this organization and others could consider to

institutionalize structures and lessons from the Roundtable, to

strategize how support for other small pilot projects could con-

tribute to institutional change, and to address the fundamental

pressures from above, below, and sideways.
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Program Leadership

• Clearly define criteria for

selecting Roundtable participants

and recruitment processes.

• Design Inter/Act exhibitions to

more clearly reflect their

connection to current exhibitions.

• Codify Roundtable work (past and

emerging exhibitions and programs)

somembers can build upon it. Use a

variety of strategies/tools (Web site,

publications, participation in

conferences).

• Develop strategies to support

theMuseum visitor in the

Inter/Act space.

• Define deeper engagement

strategies of more seasoned

Roundtablemembers. (i.e., mentors

for new teachers; advisors to Public

Programs; advisors to the New

Museum project).

• Prepare annual program report

and budget tied to both qualitative

and quantitative program outcomes.

• Observe visitors throughout the

Museum and Inter/Act. Interview

Roundtable students about their

Museum experiences.

Education Division Leadership

• Clarify locus of authority

regarding all partnerships (in depth,

neighborhood, etc.). Develop

consistent language to describe

the Roundtable versus other

constituencies.

• Identify strategic connections

between the work of the Roundtable

and theMuseum visitor.

• Develop a staffing plan that provides

sufficient support staff to extend

the value of the Roundtable’s

explorations to other programs.

• Identify field-based implications

and venues (Web site, publications,

conferences).

• Develop staffing plan to support the

integration of resources (including

frontline teaching staff—paid and

volunteer) to numerous programs

and the needs of the Roundtable

program.

• Develop processes to support

interdivisional sharing and work.

• Lead the development of a division

mission related to teaching/

learning that cuts across all

programs. Identify systems changes

required to support the integration

of Roundtable ideas in other

programs.

• Develop and support a culture that

values learning about learning.

Support emerging insights through

change and program revision.

Museum Leadership

• Identify strategic goals for

partnerships:What does the

Museum need to learn from

partnerships? How does it support

these partnerships?

• Identify and support strong

opportunities for visitor

engagement among all divisions.

• Support research and development

time in all program planning and

resource development processes.

• Identify ongoing funding streams.

Include inWeb site planning,

portals for interactivity.

• Support formative as well as

summative evaluation and

flexibility/responsiveness to

problems and solutions as

they emerge.

• Hire permanent division leadership

(all divisions).

• Reinforce the relationship of

Museummission and strategic plan

to program development,

implementation, and support.

• Support reflection on assumptions

about learning for both exhibitions

and programs.

Recommendations for Institutionalizing Lessons from the Education and Arts Roundtable
—A Snapshot from 2007
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“The Field”:What Questions Remain?

The Roundtable raised and continues to raise questions

important to theMuseum and to the field of museum education.

These questions—about scale, resource allocation, qualitative

evaluation, effective connections with the public, and an under-

standing of roles—are not answered simply or quickly. Rather,

they move a museum from tactical concerns to strategy, deeper

examination of its purpose and function, and greater precision

and understanding about how it interprets and communicates

the meaning of its collections.

Process/Content

• Can amuseum embrace an approach to its educational

mission that createsmeaningful learning experiences

designed in collaboration with its communities over

an approach that offers interpretations of its exhibitions

and collections solely designed by its own staff?

• How can experimental, collaborative programs help

amuseum explore the kind of place a natural history

museum needs to be today to attract, meaningfully engage,

and expand the demographicmix of its visitors?

Resource Allocation

• How does it benefit a museum to provide resources, space,

and staff time to collaborate with external partners who

create independent interpretations of its collections with

the potential of attracting new and diverse audiences?

• How does a large institution justify resource allocation

that supports a high level of experimentation and

individuality for a few versus standardization of programs

for themany?4

Museum Culture

• What does it mean for amuseum to invest in learning

about learning?

• Is this curiosity about learning (as opposed to teaching)

shared sufficiently by themuseum culture to allow an

investment of real value in external versus internal

interpretation?Where does learning occur?

• How can amuseum capture and share its learning about

the learning process that is gained by experimental

projects?

• What kinds ofmeaning and resonance extendbeyond the

sourcematerial (exhibitions, collections,workbooks,

catalogues)?

• How does amuseum capture impact and related

learning experiences occurring away from themuseum

in classrooms and community educational settings?



These questions are purposely left unanswered to be

pondered by individual museums as they consider the implica-

tions of experimental and inclusive work on their institutions’

mission and program development. In the afterword, the story of

the Roundtable continues and is presented through the lens of

both the practical realities of this large institution and its inter-

est in deepening the impact of the Roundtable inside and outside

the Museum.

1 Graham Black’s (2005) pressures from three directions as expanded by Conal
McCarthy (2008), director of the Museum and Heritage Studies Program at
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.

2 The members of the Roundtable, mostly schools and community arts-based
individuals, did not come to the project with the same institutional concerns of
the Museum professional.

3 Prior to the Roundtable, a gap analysis of the Education Division’s audiences
indicated an overlap of service for younger audiences and families and almost
complete disregard for middle school and high school audiences. There was little
awareness of the opportunity provided by the Museum’s proximity to economi-
cally disadvantaged neighborhoods. Roundtable members include several indi-
viduals representing institutions near the Museum (a neighborhood theater and
two schools).

4 The Museum, a county institution, was expected to make a case for its invest-
ment of public funds in part through large numbers of participants and participants
representing each of the five supervisorial districts.
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“At the heart of the reinvention of themuseum is the desire bymuseum
themost good in society." —GAIL ANDERSON (2004, p. 1)
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professionals to position themuseum to be relevant and to provide



AFTERWORD

The inception and implementation of the Education and Arts Roundtable at the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles

County were heady times. Building new relationships and ways of working, creating an innovative and dynamic forum for the devel-

opment of projects and ideas, and participating in the process that brought those ideas into reality, into the Museum, and into the

community, energized all of the participants and generated an optimism and sense of accomplishment that resonates in the previ-

ous chapters. But what happens when an exciting program matures? How long does that invigorating sense of newness last? What

happens when the challenge shifts from conception and initial implementation to sustainability? Changes in the Roundtable have

resulted from the maturation of the partnership, from shifts in the environment both within the Museum and in the broader commu-

nity, and from circumstances that have buffeted us all—recession and education policy decisions among them. In this afterword I will

describe the direction the partnership has taken over the past two years and the impact of the partnership on our practice—as

museum educators, teachers, and artists.

First, however, a little logistical history. The Roundtable was conceived as a way to establish a new dynamic among the

Museum and its school-related audiences. Instead of the Museum acting as dispenser of knowledge and the school audiences being

passive beneficiaries, the Roundtable sought to establish a relationship in which all participants were equal, with the Museum serv-

ing as a benevolent resource but not a controlling force. In practice, the Museum needed to connect with the Roundtable partners

every step of the way for a variety of reasons, from the constraints on materials used in Inter/Act exhibitions to the need for sched-

uling gallery interpreter or curator tours, from identifying and scheduling artists to writing work orders to Museum staff. It was only

after Emiko Ono left the Museum for another position that it became clear how much work there was, sub rosa, in managing the

Roundtable. The lack of a succession plan and delay in finding a new staff member with the right qualifications and skills exacerbated

the anxiety of the predictable transition from founding staff to successor.

For a while, the Vice President for Education, the author of this afterword, attempted to provide oversight, but it quickly

became clear that the “mother ship” needed a full-time manager at the helm. The lack of a full-time program leader at the Museum

also adversely impacted the Roundtable partners, since the schools depend upon the Museum for the logistical and project develop-

ment support that Ono had provided—in addition to her maintenance of the Museum-as-partner obligations—in arranging tours,

providing access to curators, and ordering supplies and services. While it is not unusual for the first head of a program to have the

workload expand and to respond by taking on ever more responsibilities, sometimes the scope of those increases does not become

apparent until the founder leaves. It soon became apparent that the workload was just not sustainable for a single manager and cer-

tainly was not manageable as an addition to the other administrative tasks of the vice president.

The search for a new manager identified Adrienne Lee as a candidate with the experience to respond to the needs of the

Roundtable—including experience at the Japanese American National Museum and at the Getty Education Institute working with

teachers to build educator resources in social studies, history, arts education, and diversity education, as well as a personal back-

ground in music and the visual arts. When Lee began, it was important to gain consensus around realistic expectations for resources

upon which the Roundtable members could depend without impinging on their innovation, which is the hallmark of the program.

A RECENT HISTORY OF THE EDUCATION AND ARTS ROUNDTABLE
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During this transition, the existential question arose: If the Museum provides the springboard fromwhich the projects take

off, should there be a concern about how the Roundtable projects reconnect to the Museum? Some Roundtable members expressed

sympathy for what they took to be the Museum’s concern. The question was construed as: “What does the Museum get out of the

Roundtable?” The issue may have been generated partly by transition anxiety, but it is a question that is of strategic importance to

the Museum. The resolution of this issue, if not the answer to the question, is embedded in this evaluation report and in the contin-

uing growth of support for the Roundtable.

In this period the Museum has expanded support for the Roundtable considerably, and the program has garnered critical

external support by funders, including the Institute of Museum and Library Services. Besides the Roundtable manager, we have added

further staff support for the Roundtable: a full-time coordinator position. Part-time technical staff, including a gallery preparator,

has also been hired, and a videographer/photographer has been retained through contract. The sustainability of the program depends

upon such support. As we journey through the beginnings of the latest recession, we will have to reevaluate everything we do, prior-

itizing the programs we want to keep. As we do so, however, one of our criteria has to be the long-term benefits of a program like this

one. As we have already seen, the Roundtable has had an impact on quality and public value far beyond the relatively small number

of partners and their communities.

What is the response to the question of value to the Museum? The Roundtable is the primary engine for changing our

approach to museum education, and, as such, it is the laboratory for developing and assessing new education practices and ideas.

The public value of museums hinges as much on our contributions to the lifelong learning opportunities for our audiences as it does

on research, collecting, and exhibiting functions. The Roundtable affects our professional audiences of educators and our nonedu-

cator communities as well.

In this sense, the work of this education laboratory is as important for the Museum as the other research at the heart of the

institution and as essential as the other ways—exhibitions, programs, etc.—in which we engage our visitors in order “to inspire won-

der, discovery, and responsibility for our natural and cultural worlds.”

Responding to Change within theMuseum

When the Roundtable started, the projects were centered around special, temporary exhibitions—Collapse?, The Mysterious

Bog People, and Sonic Scenery. The Inter/Act gallery space was situated at the exit from the special exhibition galleries, on the path of

return to the Museum proper. Inter/Act combined exhibitions of Roundtable projects inspired by the special exhibitions with com-

mentary posted by Roundtable participants and other visitors. During the past two years, however, theMuseum has not, for the most

part, hosted temporary exhibitions. When the trustees and Museum leadership approved Phase I of the New Museum Project—the

renovation and development of new galleries—the result was the closure of six galleries and a multiyear hiatus in the schedule of spe-

cial exhibitions. Exceptions have been small exhibits from theMuseum’s holdings, including a display of highly prized objects selected

by curators and beautifully mounted in the Director’s Gallery (Treasures from the Vault), a dinosaur fossil preparation lab designed

CARL SELKIN Vice President for Education, Natural HistoryMuseum of Los Angeles County
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for public viewing that followed in the same space and was developed to accomplish the preparation of a prize specimen for the new

dinosaur galleries, and a visible storage area that holds many of the best pieces of pre-Columbian artifacts (replacing our now-closed

Ancient Latin America Hall). These exhibits provide windows for visitors into the heart of the Museum but do not have the poten-

tial for the kind of work the Roundtable partners perform in mining exhibitions and Museum resources. For the Roundtable, the

change in exhibition strategy wrought two effects, one on its space and one on practice. The Inter/Act space became isolated at the

end of one of the least popular Museum galleries, removing it from the flow of visitors exiting the venue from temporary shows,

and the special exhibitions that had been the inspiration for partner work would no longer be driving the projects.

In retrospect, these changes seemminor bumps in the road, and the interesting point is not that the Roundtable continued

but that the strategic vision and collaborative atmosphere already established enabled the program not only to adapt to these changes

but indeed to benefit from them. It is a classic case of taking the lemons we were handed and making lemonade. Inter/Act became

territory that had lost a facet of its identity and purpose, as a place for the expression of visitor response to exhibitions. The

Roundtable moved in to fill the partial vacuum. Under other circumstances, the transformation of Inter/Act into a gallery dedicated

to Roundtable work might have been politically difficult, but as uncontested space, it has become a place where the intersection of

the Museumwith the arts and education communities is more robust and the stories told more complete and, I would contend, more

compelling.

The Roundtable partners have developed and installed their work in much the same way, but the sense among partners that

they have a place of their own within the Museum is a major advance. Large, festive openings have attracted not only the involved

teachers, students, artists, and Museum education staff but also parents, relatives, friends, and other teachers and students from

their schools. Monroe High School brought more than two hundred students and visitors to the opening of their last show; over one

hundred students, family, teachers, and administrators (including a couple of school district board members) traveled twenty miles

on a Saturday, largely by school bus, to celebrate the opening of the exhibit that Moffett Elementary School partners had completed

during the prior academic year.

Looking back at this evolutionary history, it seems tome that when Inter/Act was shared with other visitor input, Roundtable

partners were in a privileged position but not fully integrated with the core work of the Museum. There was still the persistent, sub-

terranean feeling that the Roundtable was not fully embraced by theMuseum and that Roundtable partners were transient visitors—

paid much more attention to by curators, educators and other Museum staff, but visitors nonetheless.

The resolution that occurred was serendipitous: the content focus shifted to the Museum’s permanent exhibits, in partic-

ular the Ancient Latin America Hall (prior to its closure), and to the Page Museum of La Brea Discoveries, the Natural History

Museum’s site for the retrieval, research, preparation, and exhibition of Ice Age fossils from the tar pits of Hancock Park. The Ancient

Latin America Hall and the Page Museum were transformational in that Roundtable partner interest in these collections opened

the door further into other core activities of the Museum—discovering, collecting, conserving, and displaying.

The process for partners was structured pretty much the same as it had been when special exhibitions were the focus: cura-
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tors introduced teachers and artists to the collections, and the partners then worked with Museum staff to develop their themes and

projects, returned to the Museum(s) on field trip(s), and developed projects for presentation or installation in the Inter/Act gallery

or for performance on-site or at another venue. The resultant deepening of feelings of connection to the Museum may be a func-

tion of the longevity of the partner associations or due to the change in focus to permanent museum resources. Whatever the cause,

there is a discernible increase in the belief among Roundtable partners that they are a part of theMuseum, that they are familiar with

and can access a wider range of Museum resources than ever before, and that Museum staff from all divisions welcome them and

honor their work. Indeed, the Roundtable partners’ perception is verified by increasing interest on the part of colleagues in the

Museum’s Research and Collections Division, evidenced by their inclusion of the Roundtable in exhibit content development and

by Research and Collections staff seeking additional ways to interact with teachers.

Impact on Teaching Practice

Roundtable partners were particularly energized by behind-the-scenes tours at the Page Museum and the deep involve-

ment of researchers, preparators, and education staff. Projects included Stella Middle Charter Academy’s creation of a prehistoric

Mesoamerican civilization and its artifacts—crafted in ceramic—and even an invented language and mythology. Projects related to

the Page Museum focused on themes of entrapment, limitations to freedom, and threats to survival.

HeArt Project students and other Roundtable partners found deep resonance in the archaeology of Latin America and the

paleontology of the tar pits with their lives and experiences. Moffett teachers and their principal remarked on the enthusiasm of the

students, their English language vocabulary development, and the pride they took in learning fairly sophisticated new vocabulary

from the experience. Page Museum–related projects included a play developed by Moffett first graders and artists from the 24th

Street Theatre, poetry projects by two different schools in collaboration with poets identified by Roundtable partner Poets &Writers,

and a Monroe project that explored issues of identity.

The opportunity to repeat projects has promoted a new menu of choices. Teachers and artists are discussing the merits of

novelty versus repetition. Some teachers enjoy the challenge of continually developing new projects, while others, particularly

Moffett teachers, welcome the opportunity to revisit content, deepen their own resources—books and materials on Cenozoic mam-

mals, for example—and improve lesson plans or curricula that incorporate Museum resources. Some variables that are influencing

teachers’ decisions may have to do with whether or not they teach the same grade level year after year. The Moffett teachers and a

literacy coach will most likely remain with first-grade, Limited English Proficient students. These teachers are addressing the same

grade-level content and performance standards each year, while other teachers may need to generate lesson plans and curricula

for different grade levels and abilities. Roundtable teacher Annie Lefkowitz at Cienega Elementary School, for example, teaches

different grade levels from year to year, and her assigned classes range from high achievers to special-needs students. Teachers who

opt to revisit and build on past projects and themes have experienced the satisfaction of gaining deep subject knowledge and assem-

bling resources that can strengthen the lessons based on this content. Strategies for expanding the projects themselves are also clear
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in the products. An initial school-year project at Moffett produced a playlet with the help of the 24th Street Theatre. This year, the

students are new to the project, but the product is longer and more complex. The in-class resources, or their increased use, appear

to have benefited the project. Museum education staff commented, even during the first year, that Moffett teachers had discovered

books and other resources with which Museum staff was unfamiliar. Their recent project work suggests that these resources have

more fully informed the student performances.

Teachers have demonstrated extraordinary creativity in developing innovative projects instead of repeating prior ones.

They have not only explored new concepts but also developed new relationships within the Museum and taken advantage of more

Museum collections and resources for learning. Lefkowitz, for example, has added considerably to the scope of her projects for

Cienega fourth graders. She develops and implements multiple projects each year and engages the Museum in ways that stimulate

the Museum to discover possible new approaches to education practice as related not only to schools but also to family visitors. In

one project, “What Is a Museum?” her students visited the Museum, interviewed staff from various areas, and developed an under-

standing of the nature and importance of museums while learning sophisticated interview, note-taking, critical thinking, and lan-

guage skills.

Most recently, the Cienega students installed a project on land use in the Inter/Act gallery that evolved from student obser-

vations of how gangs seek to define or redefine the neighborhoods around the school. The students worked with Museum history

curators Sojin Kim andWilliam Estrada and Seaver Center for Western History staff John Cahoon and Betty Ueyda. The students exam-

ined actual historically important maps, learned about how their neighborhoods have been defined and redefined over time, and

developed their ownmapping criteria and maps of their neighborhoods—in effect, reclaiming their community by defining it in terms

of their own experience.

One thing is constant: the various approaches to project generation are informed by the collaboration with artists and the

Museum in ways that affect teacher practice. Earlier chapters point to the development of project-based learning, the application of

constructivist-inspired pedagogy, and the ways in which the adaptation by participants to the “think tank” atmosphere—for many a

very different atmosphere from the isolation and lack of real collegial support identified in teacher surveys—builds confidence, allows

for the development and vetting of ideas in a supportive atmosphere, and builds a sense of community.

However, there is another attribute of the Roundtable that seems tome to have broad application for K–12 teaching. Because

teachers, artists, andMuseum staff work together both over the course of the school year and over several years, there is a true inter-

disciplinary approach that emerges. Teachers integrate content standards in a variety of subjects—science, history and social sci-

ence, language arts, visual and performing arts—and develop projects as integral with the curriculum, embedded in, if not driving,

curriculum scheduling.

For Roundtable teachers, who live in an environment of testing and scripted teaching, one that reflects an essential mis-

trust of teacher competence, this integration runs counter to the norm in other classrooms. For example, drive-by, drop-in, and add-

on approaches to arts education in the schools—when it is available at all—marginalizes the arts and reflects their continued exile
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from the core subjects where, even according to the federal education program No Child Left Behind, they are supposed to reside.

The interdisciplinary learning that is essential to the Roundtable honors the central place of the arts and embodies what we know

about multiple intelligences, different learning styles, and, perhaps most importantly, the ways that creativity can best be nurtured.

These experiences may well provide applicable insights for the challenges faced by teachers and artists attempting to integrate arts

into the classroom in other ways.

The Roundtable approach is one in which teaching artists and classroom teachers develop plans and curricula together,

growing the classroom experience organically rather than cobbling it together on some ad hoc basis. The advantage of this collabo-

rative development is obvious not only in the seamless integration of the arts and other content but also in the ways, as we have

observed, that teachers, artists, and Museum staff think through ideas together, inspiring one another.

This organic process contrasts with the way arts education and other essential but devalued components of K–12 education

are often slighted in the current scripted educational environment. It is no wonder that museums are experiencing both an overall reduc-

tion in the number of school visits and a shift of those visits to late in the spring, after standardized testing is completed. School admin-

istrators limit field trips and restrict them to these schedules because the importance of informal education and experiential education

as an essential component of teaching and learning is paid lip service but not practiced. By the same token, arts education is once again

being cut drastically as state and district budgets shrink, because, despite the commitments to integrate arts education in the core dis-

ciplines, it has remained on the margins, a perceived “enrichment” rather than an essential component of quality education.

In the current educational environment, the museum trip is pushed to the periphery of the school year and relegated to the

equivalent of a trip to an amusement park. Indeed, teachers sometimes have their students vote about where to go for their one field

trip of the year, and destinations like water parks are listed along with zoos, aquariums, and museums as possible destinations. What

we have learned from the Roundtable goes beyond the marriage of the Museum and the classroom. We have explored a learning and

teaching situation that has palpable benefits.

Documenting the learning that takes place is an important component of the Roundtable and provides compelling evidence

of success and of the public value of the Museum. This process of documentation includes the use of standard rubrics for assessing

student performance as well as the evidence visible in student work. Our interviews with students and teachers long after the proj-

ects have finished have been an important indicator of the persistent benefits of participation. We have developed, with the help

of researcher Lauren Stevenson, a protocol that facilitates teacher collection, organization, and presentation of data. However, this

is an area in which there is much left to do in order to satisfy the requirements for accountability that are almost exclusively depend-

ent on test scores for students in grades 2–12.

Impact on NHMEducation Practice

Over the course of the Roundtable, the Museum has been an equal partner in the sense that we are learning and changing

our practices based upon our shared experience. The strategic planning of the Education Division relies on the insights that we have
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gained from the Roundtable in a number of ways. The most fundamental way is in the development of a philosophy of practice for

the division that provides definition for what we do and how we evaluate success at what we do. Our staff developed this philosophy

to define the division’s mission and values in relation to the new mission of the Museum and to embody what we have learned from

the Roundtable. This philosophy of practice is described in a policy document that serves both as a guide to Education Division staff

and as a public definition of principles. The philosophy is rooted in experiential learning and the development of circumstances that

encourage two-way conversations and interactions between participants and the Museum.

Newly developed education programs allow visitors to become creative participants in the Museum, not just observers or

the passive recipients of the Museum’s knowledge. Program activities encourage deep engagement with the collections and

sequenced, audience-appropriate programming. All incorporate the arts as an important component. One new series of programs,

Art and Science, for example, is offered six Saturdays each year and introduces nonschool visitors to Museum collections through

interdisciplinary stations that connect the arts and scientific inquiry at the Museum. In February 2009, for instance, the program

introduced visitors to the often hidden processes of theMuseum that create public displays. Visitors created and displayed their own

dioramas as they learned from the Museum’s diorama artist and its taxidermist—who work with our curators to represent natural

history through dioramas and exhibits—about the exhibit creation process and its relationship to scientific inquiry and discovery.

The Roundtable project on mapping inspired the development of an area that focuses on maps and community in our fam-

ily gallery, the Discovery Center. Partners’ engagement with the Page Museum has resulted in a complete overhaul of school visits

to that venue in order to empower students to be more active, creative participants in their voyage to understanding. While it may

well be that these innovations could have arisen from other drivers, for us at theMuseum, the experience of the Roundtable program

provided examples of successful projects and an exemplary model to stimulate these changes.

The Roundtable provides the intersection of the Museum with the local education community. Roundtable members are

knowledgeable both about the Museum and their professions as teachers and artists. They have been invaluable in helping the

Education Division develop more compelling school visit experiences and in the design of our programs and materials for school

visitors. Their thorough knowledge of the Museum as well as their direct experience of the challenges facing teachers equip the

Roundtable teachers to help the Museum better serve the community of nonpartner educators. We recently convened a panel of

Roundtable elementary school teachers and a Roundtable administrator to advise us on the best ways to prepare teachers for field

trips to the Museum, including strategies for teachers to tie the field trip into multiple grade-level content standards across several

disciplines. We are implementing their suggestions, which we hope will not only improve the field trip experience for teachers and

students but also lead to a better understanding of how to use the Museum as a resource to inspire deeper interdisciplinary learning

with a rich experiential component.

Roundtable teachers are also ideally suited to mentor other teachers about the advantages in achieving their educational goals

through inclusion of theMuseum as a key resource. This March we instituted two programs to link Roundtable and non-Roundtable K–12

teachers. The first is a two-day teacher workshop to be conducted by a Roundtable teacher. This teacher is designing the workshop
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based on her experiences and knowledge, and the Museum is providing logistical support, from promotion and registration to the

venue, materials, and a stipend for the teacher. These workshops will become an ongoing offering of the Museum, supplementing

the other teacher workshops we provide. In addition, we have embarked upon an even more ambitious program to link teachers in

preparation programs to the Museum through partner teachers. UCLA Graduate School of Education first-year students will spend

two days being introduced to the Natural History Museum and the PageMuseum as well as to the three mobile classrooms that com-

prise an outreach program of the Museum. These workshops will include partner teachers who will introduce the partner program

and remain available as resources for the education students. Over the course of the two-year teacher preparation program, these

students will partner with the practicing teachers in our program to produce lesson plans and other materials related to the class-

room-Museum connection. In the second year, UCLA students will be placed as student teachers with Roundtable teachers. The

aim is to have the next wave of teachers be well prepared in the practices we develop together for integrating the Museum and the

classroom and artists.

It is clear to me that our learning from the Roundtable has been of incalculable benefit to us and to the teachers and stu-

dents with whom we have worked. Recognition by the Standing Professional Committee on Education (EdCom) of the American

Association of Museums (through the 2009 Excellence in Programming Award) is gratifying and reflects the evaluation of the

Roundtable partnership by the professional museum community. However, I believe the real message of the Roundtable is even

broader and more significant. The Roundtable exemplifies an essential direction for education reform in the 21st century that inte-

grates disciplines through deep connections between community learning resources—museums, community arts groups, and oth-

ers—and the schools. At a time when the complexities of our world demand teaching and learning capable of growing minds with the

creative capacity to meet contemporary challenges, the Roundtable provides a model program that goes beyond the inherent limits

of a scripted environment and opens up new doors to innovation.
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the artist’s Conversations installation.
Photo by Todd Sali.

PAGE 16: NHM staff and collaborating
artists plan a Conversations exhibition.
Photo by Peter Kirby.

PAGES 16–17: Guest speakers conduct a
panel as part of the First Fridays series
hosted by NHM’s Public Programs
Division. Copyright Ryan Miller/Capture
Imaging.
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PAGE 29: HeArt Project students at Central
High School/Angelus Plaza College
Preparatory High School do trust exercises
in preparation for their performance
inspired by the Collapse? exhibition.

PAGE 33: Museum visitors explore a
gallery in NHM’s Collapse? exhibition
focused on the Tokugawa era in Japan.
Photo by Ben Rogers.

PAGE 33: Museum visitors explore a
gallery in NHM’s Collapse? exhibition
focused on the Tokugawa era in Japan.
Photo by Ben Rogers.

PAGE 35: Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School students write about photos they
took on their visit to NHM. Photos by
Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary School
first graders.

PAGE 35: A Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School student depicts how a flower changes
in a three-part sequence as part of a unit on
choices and change with visual artist Meriel
Stern. Collage by Kenneth L. Moffett
Elementary School first grader.

PAGE 36: A Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School student writes about the
connection between choice and change,
a key concept in a unit exploring Collapse?

PAGE 39: Student drawing showing the
repercussions of the choice by a Japanese
shogun to create a decree that a tree must
be planted every time one is cut down.
Drawing by Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School first grader.

PAGE 37: Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School first-grade students work with an
Education and Arts Roundtable poet to
prepare for their visit to NHM’s Sonic
Scenery exhibition.

PAGES 40–41: A James Monroe High School
student paints the outside of an assemblage
as part of a class exploration of NHM’s
Mysterious Bog People exhibition.

PAGE 43: A body found in the peat bogs
and on display in theMysterious Bog
People exhibition. Copyright Ryan
Miller/Capture Imaging.

PAGE 43: Artifacts from theMysterious
Bog People exhibition. Copyright Ryan
Miller/Capture Imaging.

PAGE 38: Student drawing depicting the
learning journey in a unit exploring
Collapse? Drawing by Kenneth L.
Moffett Elementary School first grader.

PAGE 34: Student drawing, part of a class
exploration of NHM’s Collapse? exhibition,
depicting the repercussions of the Lorax’s
decision to cut down trees. Image by Kenneth
L. Moffett Elementary School first grader.

PAGE 28: HeArt Project students at Central
High School/La Familia Branch create a
collaborative work of art exploring the
Collapse? exhibition.

PAGE 30: A sculpture created by HeArt
Project students at Riviera Academy in an
interdisciplinary project exploring Collapse?

PAGE 30: HeArt Project students create
codices as part of a unit on Collapse?
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PAGE 54: James Monroe High School
students take a break from working on
theirMysterious Bog People assemblages
to take a photograph with their work in
progress.

PAGE 55: James Monroe High School
students at graduation. Photo by Kelly
Hanock.

PAGE 55: James Monroe High School
students on the NHM front steps after a
visit to theMysterious Bog People exhibition.
Photo by Kelly Hanock.

PAGE 46: Outside and inside images
of the door assemblages created by
James Monroe High School students in
their unit on theMysterious Bog People
exhibition.

PAGE 47: Assemblages created by James
Monroe High School students hang in
the Inter/Act gallery at NHM.

PAGE 48: Detail of the outside of a James
Monroe High School assemblage depicting
the archetype of a gang member.

PAGE 48: Detail of the inside of the
assemblage depicting the “real” life
of young people in the James Monroe
High School community.

PAGE 50: James Monroe High School
students work with artist Miya Osaki
to create a genocide awareness poster
campaign.

PAGE 53: Photos from James Monroe High
SchoolMysterious Bog People project.
(1) Students make a collage out of their
personal artifacts.

PAGE 53: (2) Students work on the
outside of their assemblages.

PAGE 53: (3) Students work on the
outside of their assemblages.

PAGE 53: (4) Students cut out the
figures represented in their assemblages.
Photo by Kelly Hanock.

PAGE 53: (5) Students outline an assemblage
figure.

PAGE 53: (6) Students shape their
assemblages.

PAGE 53: (7) Student poses next to the
assemblage made in his likeness as it
hangs in the Inter/Act gallery at NHM.
Photo by Kelly Hanock.

PAGE 50: Poster from James Monroe High
School students’ genocide awareness
campaign. Image by James Monroe High
School students.
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PAGE 58: Triceratops featured in NHM’s
Collapse? exhibition. Photo by Ben Rogers.

PAGE 62: Student and artist work together
at the Child Educational Center.

PAGE 64: Cienega Elementary School
students work on a radio play with LA
Theatre Works staff.

PAGE 66: A video documenting Kenneth
L. Moffett Elementary School first
graders’ interdisciplinary exploration of
NHM’s Ancient Latin America Hall plays
in the Inter/Act gallery. Photo by
Lauren Stevenson.

PAGE 70: Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School first-grade students write poetry
in an interdisciplinary project exploring
NHM’s Sonic Scenery exhibition.

PAGE 72: James Monroe High School
students point to their names on the wall
in the Inter/Act gallery, where their
artwork, inspired by theMysterious Bog
People exhibition, is on display. Photo by
Kelly Hanock.

PAGE 73: James Monroe High School
students move their assemblages into
NHM, where they will be exhibited in the
Inter/Act gallery. Photo by Kelly Hanock.

PAGE 75: Students perform an original
theater piece based on theMysterious
Bog People exhibition at NHM.

PAGES 56–57: Close-up of a James Monroe
High School door assemblage showing
the archetype of a Goth teenager.

PAGE 76: The Inter/Act gallery.PAGE 65: Students at the 24th Street Theatre
prepare for a performance of “The Bog
People” based on theMysterious Bog People
exhibition at NHM.

PAGE 65: A Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School student shares his poetry with
poet-in-residence Judith Blahnik.

PAGE 69: HeArt Project students at
Youth Opportunities High School work
on a video project related to NHM’s
Collapse? exhibition.

PAGE 77: The Inter/Act gallery.

PAGE 79: Stella Middle Charter Academy
students build sculptures out of recyclables.

PAGE 80: Students do theater exercises
at the 24th Street Theatre.
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PAGE 92: Museum visitors explore a
re-creation of an ancient Maya temple
in NHM’s Collapse? exhibition.
Photo by Ben Rogers.

PAGE 95: Riviera Academy students pose
after presenting their project about
NHM’s Collapse? exhibition.

PAGE 97: Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School first-grade students prepare to
write poetry in an interdisciplinary project
exploring NHM’s Sonic Scenery exhibition.

PAGE 97: A HeArt Project student at
Central High School/Northeast L.A.
Branch creates a codex as part of a
project exploring NHM’s Collapse?
exhibition.

PAGE 98: Cienega Elementary School
students record a radio play at LA
Theatre Works.

PAGE 98: Students at Angels Gate Cultural
Center create clay sculptures exploring
NHM’s Ancient Latin America Hall.

PAGE 102: A Cienega Elementary School
student talks with artist Maggie Bourque
at LA Theatre Works.

PAGE 103: A student works with clay at
Angels Gate Cultural Center.

PAGE 89: HeArt Project students at
Central High School/Angelus Plaza
College Preparatory High School work
on a video project related to NHM’s Collapse?
exhibition.

PAGE 91: Cienega Elementary School
students study NHM artifacts on
loan to their classroom.

PAGE 87: HeArt Project students at
Youth Opportunities High School work
on a video project related to NHM’s
Collapse? exhibition.

PAGE 90: A Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School first-grade student presents her
poetry to three first-grade classes.

PAGE 85: Kenneth L. Moffett Elementary
School teachers share their students’
work at an Education and Arts Roundtable
meeting at the Page Museum. Photo by
Lauren Stevenson.

PAGE 86: Education and Arts Roundtable
members create artwork together during
a workshop with arts education consultant
Mary Jo Thompson. Photo by Lauren
Stevenson.

PAGES 86–87: HeArt Project students at
Central High School/All Peoples Branch
create artwork exploring NHM’s Collapse?
exhibition.

PAGE 103: At Angels Gate Cultural Center,
student artwork is displayed in the cases in
which it will be presented in the Inter/Act
gallery at NHM.
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PAGES 104–105: Students warm up at the
24th Street Theatre.

All photos by Sean MacGillivray unless otherwise noted.

PAGE 124: An NHM window frames a map
marking the locations of Education and Arts
Roundtable members. Image by Kim Abeles.





“Among the many contributions of this story, most compelling is the creation of a
setting for true innovation in the conceptualization, design, and implementation
of educational experiences for students and teachers in the museum and in their
classrooms. To create and sustain a ‘hothouse’ of this capacity is fantastic and so
rare in any realm of educational practice, but particularly extraordinary in museums.
This book should be of real value to serious museum educators (and anyone in
museums who may not see themselves as ‘educators’ but do feel committed to
the quality of learning in museums).” —STEVE SEIDEL, Patricia Bauman and John Landrum Bryant

Lecturer in Arts in Education, Harvard Graduate School of Education

“By mindfully shifting its role from sole originator of ideas to facilitator of inquiry
and discussion, the Museum fosters rich dialogue and activities, committed
teachers and artists, and deeper learning experiences.” —AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF

MUSEUMS, Committee on Education, 2009 Excellence in Programming Award

“Though museums have been reaching out to communities for several decades,
these institutions remain wary of opening up processes, especially those that
might question curatorial decisions. Can curators and institutions share this
power with their constituents? This book sheds light on positive answers to this
question and invites us to remain critical of our own profession as museum
practitioners in the 21st century. Work done by the Natural History Museum is
proof that museums have stopped being places of privilege and can become
democratic spaces.” —CRISTINA LLERAS, Art and History Curator, Museo Nacional de Colombia


